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ABSTRACT 

This study sought to identify patterns in perceptions and social

psychological processes among 41 systematically chosen high school teachers 

who experienced a teacher strike in 1978 in a large Arizona public school 

system. An attitude-behavior interview schedule was used to elicit both 

quantitative and qualitative data. 

The theoretical framework for this investigation consisted of five 

concepts derived from perceptual psychology. These concepts were: (1) the 

development and maintenance of an adequate self; (2) resistance to attack on 

the self; (3) the perceptual field as a determinant of behav!or; (4) human dig

nity as related to politics and economic welfare; and (5) self-maintenance of 

an organization or system. The data was compiled, analyzed, and reported 

in accordance to the theoretical framework. 

The major issues of the strike, as reported especially by strikers, 

were: (1) "Challenge to personal dignity, " and (2) "Loss of established nego

tiating policy." Both strikers and non-strikers tended to report that the strike 

resulted from "the way the board and the district's central administration 

handled the issues. " 

The qualitative data indicated that the personal relationships among 

the striking teachers in their respective buildings were increasingly positive 

and unified in a spirit of camaraderie. Among the non-strikers, however, 

xi 
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there appeared to be no such sense of unity and camaraderie. Relationships 

between the two groups were reported to be strained, and feelings of animosity 

toward each other developed and persisted beyond the strike. Correspondingly, 

non-strikers appeared to have experienced greater stress than did the strikers. 

The end result of the strike as perceived by those respondents who struck was 

that they had regained their self-esteem. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The American philosopher and educator John Dewey concluded that 

conflict is a sine qua !!.2!!. of reflection and ingenuity. Dewey said, "Conflict is 

the Gadfly of thought. It stirs us to observation and memory. It instigates us to 

invention. It shocks us out of sheeplike passivity, and sets us at noting and 

contriving" (Seldes 1967, p. 207). 

Austrian neurologist and founder of psychoanalysis Sigmund Freud 

said that while conflicts of interest are resolved in principle by the recourse 

to violence, on occasion conflicts of opinion touch the "loftiest peaks of 

abstract thought, which seem to call for settlement by quite another method" 

(Seldes 1967, p. 207). 

While on occasion labor strikes have involved physical violence, gen

erally they are recognized in the United States and the free world"as "quite another 

method, "and usually are accepted as sometimes necessary to resolve differences 

(Litwack 1962). 

Teacher strikes seem to produce a special public concern when com

pared to strikes in the private sector. However, the concern shown over strikes of 

physicians, firemen, and policemen appear greater as the populace served in such 

cases may go largely unprotected (Phi Deita Kappan 1979, p. 235). The effects of 

teacher strikes on the students involved appear less clear (Hashway 1977, p. 10ff.). 

1 
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The image of a caring teacher may seem incongruous when a teacher is 

seen on the street, picketing for improvements in his salary and working con

ditions (Elam 1979, p. 410). This apparent incongruity is further underscored 

by the 1981 National Teacher of the Year who spoke of the benefits ofa "respon

sive, supportive relationship" between a teacher and his students while he was 

a member of the American Federation of Teachers, one of two major teacher 

unions which has been involved in a number of strikes (American Educator 

1981, p. 6). 

There has been an increase in the number of teacher strikes in the 

last two decades, 1960-1980. During the 1960-61 school year there were 

three teacher strikes. Ten years later, 1970-71, the number of strikes had 

increased to 180 (McDonnel and Pascal 1979). During the 1979-80 school year, 

a record number, 242, was documented (U. S. News and World Report 1981, 

p. 50). The current statistics regarding teacher strikes emphasized the 

increased importance of this phenomenon (Phi Delta Kappan 1980a, p. 444). 

The U. S. News and World Report (1978, p. 79) had predicted, "The 

conflicting economic pressures of inflation and tax cutting may set off a har

rowing era of more-rather than fewer-teachers' strikes." Correspondingly, 

both of the nation's major teacher unions, the National Education Association 

and the smaller American Federation of Teachers, at national, state, and 

local levels have grown from less than. 8 million in 1960 to a combined mem

bership of more than two million since 1975. It has been projected that the 



teacher unions will continue their growth into the 1980s (Guthrie and Craig 

1973; Donley 1977; Toffler 1980). 

3 

Researchers in the field of education indicate that public school 

teachers appear to be facing an array of deeply rooted problems, such as: 

declining enrollments; lack of student discipline; use of drugs; insufficient 

financial support; poor curriculum and school standards; crime and vandalism; 

over-large schools; lack of pupil interest; loss of prestige and public support 

as well as a public wariness of teacher strikes (Phi Delta Kappan 1980b, 

p. 164; Gallup 1981, pp. 33-47). 

This appears to be the background that has aroused teachers to face 

jailings and fines (Barbero 1973) as well as increased stress and burnout 

(Sylwester 1977; Phi Delta Kappan 1979, p. 253). 

In short, strikes and the conditions leading thereto, not only have 

readily apparent economic and political ramifications, but may have signifi

cant psychological and social consequences not easily discerned. 

With this in mind, the writer has chosen to explore the strike

related perceptions and behaviors of a selected number of high school teachers 

who had recently experienced a strike in their large city school system. 

Statement of the Problem 

Among selected high school teachers who experienced a teacher 

strike, what patterns were discernible in perceptions and social-psychological 

processes? 



4 

Significance of the Problem 

Over most of prehistory, people formed familial and social bands 

and moved in close cooperation to secure sustenance and shelter and to ward 

off the primitive forces that threatened their survival (Montagu 1978; Anderson 

1972, pp. 49-62). However, the quickened tempo of cultural change has 

created a world much different from the one our ancestors inhabited (Toffler 

1980). 

The modern world involves complex social stratification and great 

economic interdependence among peoples (Harris 1981, pp. 22-51). It is a 

world in which the political structures are not as egalitarian as they might 

have been deep in our primitive past (Barash 1979, pp. 177-181; Morris 1969, 

pp. 22-27; Leakey and Lewin 1977, pp. 248-249; Harris 1977, p. 69). It is 

a world of cultural fermentation and uncertainty, and one of labor strikes 

(Toffler 1970). 

In primitive settings, formal strikes and other impersonal economic 

mechanisms probably were unlmown (Pfeiffer 1969, pp. 436-450). Signifi

cantly, modern man often appears to resist the impersonal social, political, 

and economic fabric surrounding him (Packard 1972, pp. 235-257). This 

resistance may even be observed among school students who commonly "act 

up" to elude formal aSSignments and apparently to gain greater control over 

their lives (Moser 1973, p. 165; Licata 1981, pp. 26-29). Consequently, the 

act of striking may be viewed as one way to deal with certain aspects of the 



not-as-yet natural environment man has created for himself (Leakey and 

Lewin 1977, pp. 248-249; Barash 1979, pp. 240-241). 

The foregoing is but one way to view the broad underlying reason 

5 

for the increase of formal teacher strikes in recent years. Other explanations 

have been offered by observers, including those involving transitory economic 

and political conditions (Today's Education 1976, pp. 79-80; Loewenberg and 

Moskow 1972, p. 256). 

Modern teachers may identify with the "man" in H. G. Wells' view 

of human destiny. Wells said, "Man is today a challenged animal. He has to 

respond, he has to respond successfully to the challenge or he will be over

whelmed-like any other insufficiently adaptable animal" (Seldes 1967, p. 256). 

In recent years, teachers may have felt overwhelmed by certain 

trends, such as inadequate financing of schools and poor student discipline. 

In any case, public school teachers have been leaving their profession in 

record numbers (CEC TIPS 1978; U. S. News and World Report 1977). 

Is the formal strike an appropriate response to the challenges that 

teachers may feel? This question is not easily answered (Bell 1979, pp. 33-

40). In fact, many questions remain unanswered since the strike phenomenon 

in education has been a recent development and a limited number of studies 

have been conducted regarding it. 

At present, there are few in-depth studies touching on the social, 

psychological, and economic aspects of teacher strikes. Barbery (1980), 



McDonnell (1979), Ward (1974), and Barbero (1973) were but several of the 

investigators in this area who suggested that further studies were needed. 

As in the study of most social dislocations, teacher strikes weave 

6 

a complex fabric, and their origins, patterns, and effects do not always lend 

themselves to simple quantitative analysis. Nevertheless, the social

psychological processes involved need to be examined if strikes are to be 

averted, or, at a minimum, understood in terms of the behavioral dynamics 

involved (Georgen 1967). Then, too, insights derived from such examinations 

may enable the development of analytic tools and constructs applicable to 

broader concerns, including improved approaches to classroom supervision 

and instruction. 

Thus, this study was designed to investigate the 1978-79 Verde 

Unified School District strike, seeking the perceptions of high school teachers 

on a number of social-psychological problems they may have experienced 

before, during, and after the strike. The study was designed to probe deeply 

so as to more likely produce insights which could be used to further productive 

relationships among SoU school people. 

An Assumption Underlying the Problem 

Underlying the problem was the assumption that teachers' responses 

to an interview schedule constitute valid descriptions and a basis for analyzing 

the strike. 
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Limitations of the Study 

The following limitations obtained in this study: 

1. It was limited to a population sample of 41 selected high school 

teachers in the Verde Unified School District. 

2. It was descriptive in nature. 

3. It was limited to the responses made to an interview schedule. 

4. It was limited in terms of its locale. The non-comparative nature 

of the study placed some limitations on the extent to which generali-

zations could be made to other school populations. 

Definition of Terms 

Certain definitions for key words applied throughout this study, as 

follows: 

Social-psychological processes: The term refers to a series of progres
sive and interdependent steps by which a social or personal end is 
obtained. The term encompasses both systematic changes in inter
personal relationships as well as changes in an individual's outlook 
and deeper motivations. 

Teachers' association: The term used to designate the binding together of 
a group of people to accomplish a goal or several goals (The Living 
Webster 1973, p. 61). In the context of teacher-group action, the 
term was often used as an alternative to the terms "union" and 
"organization." In affiliation with the National Education Associa
tion (NEA) and the Arizona Education Association (AEA), the Verde 
Education Association (VEA) was the officially recognized teachers' 
association within the Verde Unified School District. 

Perceptual field: The term refers to the mental image a person has of 
himself and his environment. The perceptual field determines all 
behavior by enabling the individual to ascribe meaning to things and 
events (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, p. 18). ''World view" 
and "global view" are terms used to denote one manifestation of the 



the perceptual field, namely, a person's general outlook, his way 
of looking at things. 
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Profession: It was recognized that teaching was a profession requiring 
specialized educational qualifications and that the quality of the edu
cational programs conducted in the public school depended primarily 
upon the quality of the teaching services (Professional Negotiation 
Policy 1967, p. 3). 

Teacher: The term refers to all of the certificated teachers of the dis
trict, including librarians, cOWlselors, psychologists, social 
workers, and speech correctionists, and all members of both the 
teaching and administrative staffs, not including classified person
nel, such as teachers' aides (Professional Negotiation Policy 1967, 
p. 1). 

Teacher perception: The impact of sensory stimulus on teachers. Their 
Wlderstanding of something or someone as a result of mental image 
or concept, physical sensation interpreted in the light of experience, 
direct or intuitive insight, and by actual observation (Webster 1969). 

Strike: The work stoppage by the employees in an enterprise for the pur
pose of gaining concessions from the employer (The Living Webster 
1973, p. 909). 

Stress: The physical, mental, and chemical reactions to circumstances 
that frighten, excite, confuse, endanger, or irritate (McNerney 
1974, p. 2). 

Research Procedures 

This investigation was a follow-up of a background study of a par-

ticular teacher strike conducted by Barbery (1980). It was one of a series of 

studies concerned with the 1978 teacher strike in the Verde Unified School 

District. The major thrust of this investigation was to seek patterns in per-

ceptions and social-psychological processes before, during, and after a strike 

among a selected sample of high school teachers. 
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The procedures for this investigation were: 

1. To conduct a search of the literature relating to the problem state
ment, seeking concepts relevant to teacher-strike behavior. Those 
concepts were structured into a theoretical framework for organiz
ing, examining, and summarizing the data. 

2. To develop a teacher attitude-behavior interview schedule, seeking 
reactions from selected high school teachers. Both quantitative and 
qualitative responses were elicited. The quantitative questions were 
structured as follows: 

a. The ranking of issues pertaining to the strike. 

b. The indicating of various influences in the decision to strike or 
not to strike. 

c. The listing of names of those with whom the respondents were 
in contact concerning whether to strike or not to strike. 

Qualitative responses were initially presented as "comments" 
associated with the quantitative questions and secondly, as reponses 
to a series of checklist questions. The latter elicited a "flow of 
personal events. " 

3. To identify as the population for this investigation those high school 
teachers in the district who included their telephone numbers on the 
initial background questionnaire administered by Barbery (1980). 

4. To select a sample of 41 high school teachers from the popdation 
identified in number three, above. 

5. To contact teachers from two out of the nine high schools in the 
school district, asking them to respond to the interview schedule. 

6. To field test the interview schedule with a number of high school 
teachers who experienced the Verde Unified School District strike, 
but who had not provided telephone numbers and were, therefore, 
not a part of the investigator's sample population. The interview 
schedule was modified as necessary from the information gained 
from the field test. 

7. To make personal contact with each teacher in the sample to deter
mine his or her willingness to respond to the interview schedule. 



8. To develop the theoretical framework for organizing, examining, 
and summarizing the data collected. 
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9. To report the results of the study, as outlined by the statement of 
the problem, by means of this dissertation. 

Summary 

The use of strikes is largely a modern urban phenomenon and a 

recent development in the field of education. Teachers today appear burdened 

by unsatisfying working conditions and have turned to strikes as a means of 

bringing their frustrations to the attention of school district management and 

the public. 

The present study was undertaken to investigate any discernible 

patterns in perceptions, and social-psychological processes among selected 

high school teachers who experienced a teacher strike in the Verde Unified 

School District of Verde, Arizona. 



CHAPTER 2 

THEORETICAL CONSIDERA TIONS 

The theoretical considerations chosen to help direct this investiga

tion are reviewed in the three sections of this chapter. The first section pro

vides an historical and theoretical foundation upon which a conceptual frame

work was developed to analyze the data gathered for this study. The second 

section introduces certain concepts drawn from the literature of perceptual 

psychology which provides further background to the theoretical framework. 

The last section introduces the theoretical framework used to locate possible 

patterns of perceptions and social-psychological processes among selected 

high school teachers who experienced a teacher strike. 

PART I: THE THEORETICAL FOUNDATION 

In this section, man's physical and cultural evolution is traced in 

general outline. The intent of this is to provide the foundation for the intro

duction of perceptual psychology in a subsequent section. 

The Significance of Cultural Change 

About four and one-half billion years ago the earth was formed, 

and the stage was set for the long upward climb of organic evolution and, 

ultimately, the appearance of homo sapiens sapiens (Sagan 1980, pp. 337-345; 

Leakey and Lewin 1977, p. 122). 
11 
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It has been said that "up to 30,000 years ago man could boast a 

proud evolutionary record, but since then no physical improvement has 

occurred in the human species" (Seldes 1967, p. 331). While man's physical 

evolution appears to have stopped, his cultural and technological development 

has proceeded with ever-increasing swiftness and is creating a highly inter-

related and less predictable world. For example, according to Anderson: 

The construction of the transcontinental railroad had an incredibly com
plex and far-reaching set of repercussions that are still echoing through 
the nation. The railroad resulted in the building of cities and the rise of 
economic empires; the alteration of land spaces and the creation of politi
cal boundaries; it influenced the use of resources and the patterns of life 
for millions of people. The emergence of the automobile as a mode of 
transportation, again, did much more than merely provide a new way of 
moving people and goods: it truly changed the entire social, economic, 
and ecological structure of the nation (Anderson 1977, p. 270). 

In the world of today, man even appears to have the power to alter 

the course of his own physical evolution through genetic engineering, or, less 

happily, by nuclear warfare (Hersey 1946; Fincher 1976, pp. 345-351; 

Bronowsky 1973, pp. 379-406). Among earth's creatures, it is man who 

appears to be the least rigid and most adaptable. Psychologist Carl Rogers 

(1977, p. 244) touched on the significance of adaptability when he said, "Evi-

dently the dinosaurs, by becoming very efficiently actualized in terms of a 

given environment, could not adapt, and thus effectively destroyed themselves 

through the perfection with which they had fulfilled themselves in a given 

environment. " 

It should be pointed out that man appears to share at least some of 

the characteristics of dinosaurs. For one thing, phylogenetic yearnings or 
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"whispers" may also be built into man's makeup thus giving him some propen-

sity to behave in certain ways that had had survival value over long stretches 

of prehistory, but now may be inappropriate (Barash 1979, pp. 33-38; Forbes 

1979, pp. 31-32). For example, in the face of a threat: 

Prehistoric man's blood flashed adrenal secretions that gave him 
strength in the form of sugar and stored fats. This strength communi
cated to his muscles and to his brain. Instantly, full energy was 
mobilized and stimulated his pulse, respiration, and blood pressure. 
His digestive processes turned off at once, insuring that no energy would 
be diverted from meeting the threat. His coagulation chemistry pre
pared to resist wounds from fang and claw with quick clotting. Senses 
were sharpened, red blood cells poured from the spleen into the 
accelerated blood circulation so the respiratory system could gulp more 
oxygen (Forbes 1979, pp. 31-32). 

Primitive man could physically respond to a threat by standing his 

ground and defending himself or, simply, by running away. Modern man, by 

contrast, very often has to deal with these same churning physiological 

preparations for physical defense by "playing it cool." Such suppression by 

modern man has been linked to a number of physical maladies, including 

ulcers, hypertention, heart attacks, migraine headaches as well as to 

insomnia, alcoholism, and drug abuse (Forbes 1979, pp. 32-33). 

The arrival of modern computers, spaceships, and traffic jams 

appear to have significantly altered the problems of survival and well being. 

However, the human brain functions the same today as it did in the distant 

past in as much as it still creates its version of the "real" world, whatever 

it might be (Leakey and Lewin 1978). Significantly, this concept appears to 

be a central feature of a modern theoretical framework called perceptual 

psychology • 
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The Role of Perceptual Psychology 

Perceptual psychologist Arthur W. Combs is one of several 

researchers who avers a humanistic approach to the understanding of humans 

and their place in the modern world (Combs 1981, pp. 446-449). The percep-

tual psychologist takes into account the internal meanings, feelings, and 

imagery which appear to be the springboards of all outward behavior (Combs, 

Richards, and Richards 1976, pp. 1-4). 

As this approach appears to offer inSights on man's basic mental 

functioning, including the need to create his own picture of the environment, 

it appears promising in shedding light on modern man's difficulty in facing 

rapid cultural changes and ways of dealing with change for maximum fitness 

and well being. It appears that man has come a long way only to face a new 

problem-the people problem. 

Combs (1981) concluded that for at least a million years the major 

problem of humankind had been control of the environment to secure food, 

clothing, and shelter as well as adequate safety. Modern science and tech-

nology, on the other hand, makes it possible to feed, clothe, and house the 

entire world if only the world's people would work toward that end. Combs 

continued: 

We have solved our ancient problem only to find ourselves faced with a 
new one, the people problem. The coming of science and industry has 
made our society, of necessity, the most interdependent, cooperative 
one the world has ever known since the dawn of history. Each of us is 
totally dependent on other people for even the simplest things of life. 
Few of us could live more than a few days completely cut off from others. 
Thousands of people whom we have never seen or heard of are required 



to provide so simple a requirement as a quart of milk. We are totally 
dependent upon other people's "doing what they're supposed to do" 
(Combs 1981, p. 446). 

Moreover, Combs concluded that we have created a world in which 
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the power of each person for good or evil has been enormously increased. For 

example, modern weaponry is generally available and even the misuse of an 

automobile can make it an engine of mass death and destruction. This utter 

interdependence has made it possible for terrorists to threaten multitudes; 

for a few people to create international havoc by holding a few hostages or by 

killing a single influential leader. Thus, Combs suggested that interdepen-

dence has made human problems the most pressing ones in today's world 

(Combs 1981). To address this problem and to promote harmony and well 

being, Combs and certain others have developed the theoretical framework 

called perceptual psychology (Combs 1981). 

Perceptual psychology appears to offer a broad base for the study 

of man's place in a rapidly changing and interdependent world. Correspond-

ingly, the approach of this investigation is the examination of a teacher strike 

by considering a range of possible influences, including those that may have 

arisen from primitive survival patterns and reactions to a rapidly changing 

environment. By both focusing on observable behavior as well as the private 

world of an individual, perceptual psychology appears to offer the theoretical 

"eyes" to better understand why teachers who experienced a teacher strike 

reacted and behaved the way they did. Thus, perceptual psychology has been 

chosen to provide the major direction for this study. 



PART II: CONCEPTS RELEVANT TO 

PERCEPTUAL PSYCHOLOGY 
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This section introduces a series of major concepts drawn from the 

literature of perceptual psychology which provided an organized view touching 

on human motivation and behavior. In order to promote a better understanding 

of the role perceptual psychology served in conducting this study, a brief 

history covering the development of perceptual psychology also is given. 

Introduction 

Phenomena that mystified primitive humans appear frequently to 

have been contextured into myths and other belief systems to help effect an 

integrated mental picture of the way things apparently were (Barash 1979; 

Ardrey 1961; Hoffer 1963). This may have enabled individuals to respond 

somewhat methodically and, thus, more effectively to their environment. 

In today's scientific world, a more realistic integration is accom

plished through the systematic development of scientific theories (Combs, 

Richards, and Richards 1976). These provide the "eyes" through which cer

tain phenomena are examined and interpreted. The central feature of the 

scientific approach is its skepticism, as hypotheses and theories are care

fully assayed, and, as necessary, revised against the backdrop of unfolding 

evidence (Siegel 1981). 

It should be noted, however, that a scientific theory can be a 

valuable analytic tool even before it is established or rejected as an accurate 
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representation of the facts to become available (Miller 1970). In this regard, 

the theory of perceptual psychology, as with some other theories, may prove 

elusive to complete confirmation. For one thing, it seems that an individual's 

mental functioning resembles "a large pyramidal fountain. The very tip of the 

fountain is intermittently illuminated with the flickering light of consciousness, 

but the constant flow of life goes on in the darkness as well, in nonconscious 

as well as conscious ways" (Rogers 1977, pp. 244-245). 

Despite the elusive nature of man's motivation, perceptual psycholo

gists appear to have developed a comprehensive and promising theoretical 

framework (Welch, Tate, and Richards 1978). 

The Development of Perceptual Psychology 

In their own development, psychological theories have come to be 

viewed from either the external or internal frame of reference (Combs, 

Richards, and Richards 1976; Child 1973; Postman and Weingartner 1973; 

Avila, Combs, and Purkey 1971; Kuenzli 1959; Snygg and Combs 1949). 

The external frame of reference is from the point of view of an outsider. 

One ofits chiefproponents, B. F. Skinner, "was not concerned with what goes on 

inside the organism, the organism's motivational or emotional state, Dr even its 

neurology" (Sprinthall and Sprinthall 1974, p. 208), but rather, considered psy

chologicalfunctions from the study of outward behavior, from what apersondoes. 

The internal frame of reference, on the other hand, focuses on the 

private sphere, the unseen meanings that an individual ascribes to things and 
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events. This humanistic approach to the study of psychological processes 

draws its inspiration from the late Abraham Maslow (Postman and 

Weingartner 1973). Maslow and other humanists believed "that the behavior 

of man is largely governed by the structure of their beliefs, i. e., their 

feelings, their purposes, their attitudes, their perceptions, etc." (Postman 

and Weingartner 1973, p. 65). 

As each of the two frames of reference seemed to unnecessarily 

restrict its concerns, in 1949 Donald Snygg and Arthur Combs, in their book, 

Individual Behavior: A New Frame of Reference for Psychology, introduce a 

third conceptual system. This new theoretical construct attempted to inte-

grate both the external and internal approaches. In 1959 this synthesis, this 

"new frame of reference" came to be known as perceptual psychology. 

Perceptual Psychology 

Because perceptual psychology permits a person to be studied more 

nearly in his entirety (Welch, Tate, and Richards 1978; Combs, Richards, 

and Richards 1976), it has achieved acceptance by many leading theorists, 

such as Sidney M. Jourard, Earl C. Kelly, A. H. Maslow, and Carl Rogers 

(Welch, Tate, and Richards 1978). 

The main conceptual ingredients of perceptual psychology have 

been brought together and outlined by Carl Rogers, as follows: 

(1) the organismic which is the total individual; (2) the phenomenal field 
which is the totality of experience; and (3) the self which is a differ
enttated portion of the phenomenal field and consists of a pattern of 
conscious perceptions and values of the "I" or "me. II The organism 
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possesses the following properties: (a) it reacts as an organized 
whole to the phenomenal field in order to satisfy its needs; (b) it has 
one basic motive, namely, to actualize, maintain, and enhance itself; 
and (c) it may symbolize its experiences so that they become con
scious, or it may deny them symbolization so that they remain uncon
scious, or it may ignore its experiences. The pheomenal" field has 
the property of being conscious or unconscious. The self develops 
out of the organism's interactions with the environment; (B) it may 
introject the values of other people and perceive them in a distorted 
fashion; (C) the self strives for consistency; (D) the organism behaves 
in ways that are consistent with the self; (E) experiences that are not 
consistent with the self-structure are perceived as threats; and (F) 
the self may change as a result of maturation and learning (Hall 1957, 
p. 478). 

The Total Individual 

The concept that one deals with the total individual is the central 

feature of Rogers's synthesiS. The human organism reacts as an organized 

whole to his phenomenal field, to his field of perceptions, in an attempt to 

satisfy his needs for sustenance and safety, for affection and achievement, 

and finally for self-fulfillment, "to become everything that one is capable of 

becoming (Maslow 1970, pp. 35-58). 

The human organism is viewed as an organized system in which 

alteration of any part of it may produce changes in any other part (Hall 1957). 

"Like the universe itself, each person. • • is an organization of smaller 

systems. Each one's physical being, for example, is composed of a large 

number of other smaller organizations such as the skeletal, digestive, excre-

tory, and reproductive systems" (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976). 
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Each organism, in turn, may be viewed as a system within a whole 

system of systems leading outward from itself to the larger structure of the 

universe (Morehead 1975; Boeke 1957; Fromm 1950; Gerard 1949). Itfollows, 

then, that as the individual functions to fulfill his basic needs, he responds as 

an organized whole to his perceptual field, to his personal world of meanings 

derived from awareness which like the cosmos is also systematic and 

organized (Alday 1981, p. 16). 

One of the human organism's outstanding attributes is its drive for 

enhancement and self-maintenance. It has been suggested that "to become a 

real person means to exercise those choices we have toward becoming the type 

of person we would like to be, and of coming to a comfortable knowledge and 

acceptance of ourselves as we are and of our self-possibilities (Moser 1973, 

p. 51). The path to growth, actualization, or enhancement is a demanding one, 

as seen by Carl Rogers: 

It seems that gradually, painfully, the individual explores what is behind 
the masks he presents to the world, and even behind the masks with which 
he has been deceiving himself. Deeply and often vividly he experiences 
the various elements himself which have been hidden within. Thus to an 
increasing degree he becomes himself-not a facade of conformity to 
others, nor a cynical denial of all feelings, nor a front of intellectual 
rationality, but a living, breathing, feeling, fluctuating process-in short, 
he becomes a person (Rogers 1961, p. 95). 

This tendency for personality integration leads one to continually 

choose how to react to any given event as by: (1) symbolizing, perceiving, or 

organizing the experience into some relationship to the self; or (2) ignoring 

the event because there is no perceived relationship to the structure of the 
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self; or (3) denying it symbolization, or giving it a distorted symbolization 

because the experience is inconsistent with the structure of the self (Snygg and 

Combs 1949). 

The unique perceptual field of each individual determines what is 

perceived and how it is perceived. An individual's perceptions depend to a 

considerable extent on the assumptions he brings to a particular event. This 

suggests "that the meanings and significances we assign to things, to symbols, 

to people, and to events are the meanings and significances we have built up 

through our past experience, and are not inherent or intrinsic in the stimulus 

itself" (Kuenzli 1959, p. 184). 

The Phenomenal Field 

The phenomenal field consists of the totality of one's experiences, 

the universe of which one is aware, objects as well as such things as one's 

values, morals, and mores. It is one's perceptual field through which behav

ior is always made meaningful (Murphy and Spohn 1968; Lewin 1943, 1951; 

Kohler 1947; Kofika 1922, 1935). 

Combs, Richards, and Richards (1976, p. 24) said, "To each indi

vidual his phenomenal field is reality; it is the only reality he can know. No 

matter what we are told, our own perceptual field will always seem real, sub

stantial, and solid to us. It is the only field and the only reality we can experi

ence directly." It would follow, therefore, that regard for a person's "realityH 

is the key to understanding his overt behavior (Alday 1981, p. 20). 
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A behavior is the function of the field existing at the time of its 

occurrence. Therefore, behavior is modulated by the perceptual field's prop

erties as to: (1) direction toward need satisfaction or consistency with the self

concept which, in turn, brings (2) stability of behavior; (3) fluidity of or 

changes in the perceptual field, enabling adjustments to circumstantial changes 

OJ[' further lea.rning; and (4) intensity which allows differentiation or concentra

tion on a particular part, figure, of the field, ground (Combs, Richards, and 

Richards 1976, pp. 26-28). 

As details, meanings, or experiences emerge from ground to figure, 

that is, are differentiated from other things, the individual becomes more 

aware of them. However, one must consider that how an individual behaves 

1s always a function of the total perceptual field in existence at that time. 

The meaning of any event perceived is always a product of the relationship of 

that figure to the total ground of which it is a part (Postman, Bruner, and 

Walk 1951; Snygg and Combs 1949; Snygg 1931). 

It should be noted that the closer an individual perceives the relation

ship of an experience to the phenomenal self, the greater the likelihood that the 

experience will produce a change in his behavior and functioning (Child 1973; 

Abernethy 1954; Johnson 1952; Combs 1952; Allport 1943; Adler 1927). 

Furthermore, the tension between fluidity and stability provides a 

mechanism for orderly change in the perceptual field and thus in behavior. 

Accepted experiences, especially those that are deeply held over a long 
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period, tend to resist change and yet these accepted experiences do help make 

mental concentration and an organized outlook possible and thus appear to have 

survival value (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976). However, extreme 

concentration may be harmful. 

When an individual is threatened, his phenomenal self tends to be-

come static and rigid (David 1963; Cowen 1952a, 1952b; Adorno 1950). In-

creased concentration on the perceived threat produces a kind of tunnel vision 

which may have fostered survival in the simple environments of man's primi-

tive past, but in our more complex time, this increased concentration often 

makes the solution of problems more difficult. The reason appears simple: 

"Suppression and tunnel vision limit the field of perception, when to resolve a 

threatening situation requires the broadest possible field of perceptions from 

which to select appropriate behaviors" (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, 

p. 302). 

It appears likely that a static and rigid phenomenal self would 

continue to be threat.ened in ever-widening degrees by the rapidly changing 

world around it (Alday 1981). But the person: 

• • • who is able to behave from a phenomenal field open to more data 
has a greater advantage. He is able to playa better game because he 
holds more and better cards. With more data available, adequate per
sonalities are able to penetrate more directly and sharply to the heart 
of problems. They often possess an uncanny ability to place their finger 
on the core of issues and are able to deal with matters more precisely 
and appropriately. It will be recognized that this is basically what we 
mean by "intelligent" behavior (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, 
p. 272). 
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Clearly, then, the individual's concept of self tends to play an 

important role in his ability to deal with experiences in the phenomenal field. 

Th9 Self-Concept 

As reviewed earlier, experiences that are inconsistent with the self-

concept are perceived as threatening and are not easily dealt with. At the same 

time, one must keep in mind that "the concept of self is a learned attribute, a 

progressive concept starting from birth and differentiating steadily through 

childhood and adolescence like an unfolding spiral" (Lee and Pallone 1966, p. 40). 

Thus, an individual is always attempting as best he can to enhance 

his self-concept through change, learning, and maturation (Alday 1981, p. 26). 

Moser stated: 

Even in our emotional life (maturity), we must be content with process, 
for we are in process of becoming. Any arrival at a utopian state of 
emotional maturity or of achieving a world free of need and frustration 
would be a victory but for a moment. Then our human urge for quest 
and novelty, being stymied, would break us; for the human animal can 
exist as human only if he continually strives toward goals that are 
attainable, yet never attained, as the end-point of his existence. He 
must be in a state of continual arrival, arriving at one level of being, 
and then pressing on, within the context of a new becoming, toward a 
new being (Moser 1973, pp. 228-229). 

Studies have shown that individuals who have developed, or are 

developing, positive self-concepts are likely to behave in ways that cause 

others to perceive them in a positive light (Barbery 1980). 

It should be understood that people do not behave according to the 

facts as others see them, but rather, as they themselves see them (Combs, 
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Richards, and Richards 1976, p. 20). This might suggest that people are not 

trapped by predeterminism. It has been said: 

A remarkable thing about us humans is that we are free to imagine the 
kinds of people •.• we wish to be, and we are equally free to work 
toward becoming thus. I believe that every man chooses how he will look 
at himself, how he will see his fellowmen, and how he will regard the 
rest of the world about. He may not always be able to pick the situations 
in which he finds himself, but he can choose how he will view them and 
what he will do in responding to them (Barnes 1977, p. 281). 

PART ill: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

The final section of this chapter introduces the five major concepts 

which provided the theoretical framework and conceptual theme for organizing, 

conducting, and reporting the study. Each of these major concepts is con-

sidered in terms of selecteu, related literature. 

Major Concepts 

The foregoing resume of literature was conducted in an attempt to 

develop certain concepts which would be useful as a theoretical framework in 

discriminating and analyzing patterns of perceptions and social-psychological 

processes experienced by high school teachers in the Verde Unified School 

District during the 1978 strike. From this effort, five major concepts were 

selected which appear to be Significant in this study. 

The first of these is the concept of the development and maintenance 

of an adequate self (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976). 
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In this regard, Thomas Hobbes wrote in the seventeenth century that 

people are ''by their nature" unrelentingly selfish, and warned of the continuing 

and inevitable "warre of each against each" unless society would mediate 

(Barash 1979, p. 211). 

To Hobbes, the function of society is to constrain those biological 

tendencies that may be beneficial to individuals but potentially ruinous for the 

whole. As social creatures, people benefit from living in groups and thus 

society insures its own maintenance by restraining flagrantly self-centered 

acts (Barash 1979). 

But the demands of this nation's modern technology forge even 

greater constraints: 

We are tied, then, to our heritage. Given the freedom to be natural, 
what would we do? Play, dance, sing, make love, swim, lie in the sun, 
work only when absolutely necessary and then only three to four hours 
per day (as is the practice of surviving hunters and gatherers), dream, 
and do creative work. But never would be labor at an assembly line, in 
an office, or at any sort of tedious work. Certainly we would not bind 
ourselves to a school desk for six hours each day. All of these things 
we must be forced to do by coercion or tempted to do by rewards 
(Campbell 1981, p. 509). 

There is evidence to suggest, however, that the cultural evolution 

that has swamped its genetic counterpart with accelerating change, will 

advance a "third wave, " a more "natural" environment (Toffler 1980; Pines 

1978). 

Selfishness, rather than being the bane of humane progress, may 

usher in a new world of creative work and self-actualization as basic needs 
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are met and exceeded (Maslow 1970). The maintenance of an adequate self, 

then, may free a person to be himself, and be of benefit to others (Rogers 

1961). 

The second concept is that of resistance to attacks on the self 

(Moser 1973). An individ~l's inner world more or less accurately reflects 

that portion of the outer environment of which he is aware: "BaSically, we have 

brains in our heads-whether we are humans, monkeys, mice, or lizards-in 

order to create our version of the real world" (Leakey and Lewin 1978, p. 52). 

In the "real" world, a physical attack calls for an immediate physi-

cal response to protect the "real" self. In humans, this reaction is mediated 

largely by images in the phylogenetically older portions of the brain (Hart 

1981). Thus, the non-physical threats and insults more common in our 

modern world cause the human cerebrum to downshift, perhaps so sharply 

that it appears to cease functioning altogether (Hart 1981). In reality, as 

Combs, Richards, and Richards pointed out: 

We have no choice but to defend our self-concepts when they seem to us 
to be severely threatened. Our phenomenal self, after all, is the only 
self we know. It is not just our dearest and most priceless possession. 
It is ourself. Without it we have no identity at all. We make excuses 
for our wealmesses, defend ourselves from criticis~, and if pushed far 
enough, strike out violently in retaliation against those who seem to be 
threatening us (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, p. 245). 

For the great human cerebrum to function creatively, threat must 

be at a minimum: 

The person who behaves defensively, even though he also gives some 
attention to the common task, devotes an appreciable portion of his energy 
to defending himself. Besides talking about the subject, he thinks about 
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how he appears to others, how he may be seen more favorably, how he 
may win, dominate, impress, or escape punishment, and/or how he may 
avoid or mitigate a perceived or an anticipated attack (Gibb 1961, p. 141). 

Thus, the data concerning the Verde strike will be examined to see 

if the high school teachers in this study were able to maintain their perceived 

selves intact, or whether the stability of the self-structure was somehow 

threatened and perhaps changed by their perceptions of events surrounding the 

strike. 

The third major concept suggests that the perceptual field is a deter-

miner of behavior (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976). 

Although self-defense maneuvers or other behaviors may appear 

awkward to an outsider, these do make directional sense from a person's 

internal frame of reference (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976). For one 

thing, "self-defense provides a degree of stability to the self and makes the 

maintenance of identity possible" (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, 

p. 18). Thus, the third major theoretical concept used in this study is that 

the perceptual field of the behaving organism is pertinent to and determines 

all behavior (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976). 

Allport, Adler, and Lewin were three of several writers who 

advanced the above concept in slightly different terms (Allport 1955; Hall 

1957; Henry 1959). Similarly, Milgram (1974) saw behavior as flowing from 

a person's inner core. He stated: ''Within the core personal values are 

weighed, gratifications assessed, and resulting decisions are translated into 

action" (Milgram 1974, p. 31). Likewise, to Kindsvatter (1978, p. 322), 
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"Every act of a person is, from his perspective at the time it occurs, the 

most appropriate response he can make to the stimulus to which he is 

responding. " 

Consideration of a person's inner world, then, appears to be the 

key to understanding his manifest behavior. 

The fourth part of the theoretical framework is the concept of human 

dignity as related to politics and economic welfare (Moser 1973). 

Sometimes a playwright touches on a theme that appears deeply 

human, as in Arthur Miller'~ play, "Death of a Salesman, " when the central 

character, financially strapped Willy Loman, turns to his wealthy brother and 

asks, "Oh, Ben, how did you do it? What is the answer?" (Cohen 1981, p. 49). 

Like Willy Loman in Miller's well-lmown play, teachers have inner strivings 

to grow, to develop, and to have a sense of inner worth (Moser 1973). How-

ever, like Willy Loman, teachers may have found that the words of a U. S. 

President, Woodrow Wils:>n, ring true: "The truth is, we are all caught in a 

great economic system which is heartless" (Seldes 1977, p. 303). 

Economist Adam Smith had argued that a well-balanced and har-

monious economic system will emerge when each individual looks out for his 

own best interests. He said: 

Every individual. • • by directing (his) industry in such a manner as its 
produce may be of greatest value, intends only his own gain, he is in 
this as in many other cases led by an invisible hand to promote an end 
which was no part of his intention. . • by pursuing his own interest he 
frequently promotes that of society more effectively than when he really 
intends to promote it (Barash 1979, p. 239). 
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However great their contributions to society, teachers traditionally 

have had little economic independence compared to workers in other fields 

requiring similar schooling and preparation (CEC TIPS 1978). Thus, in recent 

years, it seems that teachers have begun to ask, "What is the answer?" An 

examination of our economic system appears to offer no easy solution. 

In a .capitalistic system money does count, even in life and death 

matters. This was illustrated by an AS50ciated Press Story which appeared 

in the July 4, 1981 Arizona Daily Star. The news article began: 

A tiny premature baby died after being denied special hospital care 
because doctors at one hospital heeded orders to cut costs, and no space 
could be found in other neonatal units ..•• The death Thursday of [the 
infant] and last week's scramble to find special care for [him] highlighted 
a problem one doctor said could result in the deaths of up to 15 babies a 
month in Florida (Arizona Daily Star 1981). 

The Associated Press story said that the number of babies admitted 

to the special care unit was curtailed when hospital officials learned that it 

would not be reimbursed by the Florida legislature for uncollectable bills. 

The father of the premature baby reportedly was unemployed and without 

medical insurance. Although this nation's democratic heritage seemed to have 

undergone change, it appears as though the change resulted in less egalitarian 

treatment in socio-economic matters (Megill 1970, pp. 87-92). 

It may be important to remember that American democracy today 

bears little resemblance to the democracy of yesterday. Early democracy in 

the United states was shaped by an absence of occupational differentiation. 

Men who lived alike tended to think alike. People were respected for being 

themselves (Counts 1938, p. 57). 



The scarcity of labor in the early United States fostered economic 

democracy as people were free to move into jobs they qualified for. This 

development of economic democracy served the emergence of its political 

counterpart and people were able to elect those people whom they felt would 

truly represent their needs (Counts 1938). 
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The system came to develop flaws, however. People today have 

problems moving into jobs because of the rise of occupational differentiation. 

If a person lacks qualifications for a certain job, he simply cannot expect to 

get it. In addition, an individual tends to be valued according to his occupa

tion. Furthermore, scarcity no longer prevails in the labor pool, there are 

now more workers than .there are jobs (Counts 1938, p. 59). 

This has resulted in a certain amount of social stratification. Cer

tain groups control business, which in turn largely controls employment. Not 

only do certain people control a large share of the resources, but perhaps 

more significantly, they have the time to rise to power by serving on boards 

and running for government posts at the local, state, and national level 

(Counts 1938). Consequently, these people come to serve their own needs 

thereby compromising and sometimes overturning democratic principles 

(McCarty and Ramsey 1971, pp. 45-56). 

The final part of the theoretical framework is the concept of self

maintenance of an organization or system (Combs, Richards, and Richards 

1976). 
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A free political system enables individuals to seek equitable repre

sentation of their needs and aspirations by banding together: "Persons coming 

together for need satisfaction soon discover that their ends are best achieved 

through the development of some kind of organization and structure" (Combs, 

Richards, and Richards 1976, p. 344). 

It is now complex organizations that tend to provide mutual security 

and serve other functions which in primitive times were the province of small 

bands bound mainly by familial ties (Pfeiffer 1969; Ardrey 1970). 

The need to belong appears to be a longstanding one. Thus, the 

final major concept for this study has direct application to the analysis of indi

vidual strike perceptions as "[teacher union] security is inextricably tied to 

the security of its members, and the member recognizes that job security 

depends on the strength and security of the organization" (Masters 1975, p. 458). 

As in the case of an individual, the system or organization will do 

anything to protect itself (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976). It has been 

observed that "the main task of a free society is to civilize the struggle for 

power. Slavery of the acquiescent majority to the ruthless few is the heredi

tary state of mankind; freedom a [rarely] acquired characteristic" (Seldes 

1967, p. 748). 

In a relatively free state, a person's need for adequacy directs his 

activities along channels which tend to be constructive. However, if this drive 

is challenged or threatened by attempts at manipulation and control, the person 

might experience stress. As noted earlier, a person under stress tends to 
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experience a narrowing of his perceptual field, often disposing him to behave 

in less flexible and less adaptive ways. If the situation persists, the person 

may retaliate, leading to the waste of time and resources associated with 

conflict (Powers 1973). In any case, "When a need is not satisfied, individuals 

feel deprived ~d act with indolence, passivity, and irresponSibility, and they 

are much resistant to change. A good deal of our behavior is not so much a 

consequence of our inherent nature as it is of the circumstance under which 

we live" (Shields 1973, p. 46). 

It has been pointed out that whatever the size of the organization, 

the active leadership tends to work most effectively when its number is no 

more than twelve (Pfeiffer 1969). Significantly, as individuals gain dominant 

status, they may suffer from "diseases of arrogance-megalomania, delusions 

of grandeur, and abnormally aggressive behavior" (Pfeiffer 1969, p. 423). It 

has been suggested that "groups, as well as individuals, have within them-

selves the capacity to plan and make their own decisions" (Smith 1966, p. 8). 

However, those in group leadership roles may come to respond to their own 

aspirations at the expense of those supposedly served. 

This self-serving tendency has been documented in regard to the 

way a school board may "engineer" the contact with its public: 

Governing elites consciously employ mechanisms at regularly scheduled 
[board] meetings to inhibit interest and discourage attendance. One. • • 
favorite technique was to begin its sessions with a rash of activities in
volving such distractions as a staff lecture and musical presentations. 
After these preliminaries, the first matter discussed involved small 
routine expenditures-by law a function of the board, but one which need 
not take up much time. When the board did finally get around to an issue 



in which the public might be interested, it was quite late in the evening 
••• meetings lasted from eight until twelve or twelve-thirty •••• Its 
effect is to greatly decrease attendance and participation by the public 
(McCarty and Ramsey 1971, pp. 52-53). 

Frequently, rank and file labor union members lament that their 

leadership loses contact with them by becoming part of the elitist structure 

(Hoffa and Rogers 1970). 

Thus, a complex organizational web is presented and self-

maintenance of an organization or system appears to have both positive and 

negative implications. 

Summary: Theoretical Considerations 

Theoretical Considerations 
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The frame of reference used in this study is largely from perceptual 

psychology. The main concept of perceptual psychology is that behavior is a 

product of the field of perceptions. The field of one's perceptions is influenced 

by one's experiences and one's self-concept. It follows, then, that a person's 

behavior is influenced both by his experiences and his self-concept. There-

fore, whenever the individual acts, his behavior always has reason, it is pur-

poseful, and it is relevant from his point of view. 

The individual is constantly in a state of striving for need satisfac-

tion, of becoming. This factor provides direction in the individual's attempt 

to self-actualize. There are many other factors which help and hinder this 

process, e. g., acceptance, need satisfaction, threat, and stress. 
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Summary 

The review of theoretical research provided five major concepts 

which have been used to organize the balance of this study. These constitute 

the theoretical framework as follows: 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

1. The Development and Maintenance of an Adequate Self 

2. Resistance to Attack on the Self 

3. The Perceptual Field as a Determinant of Behavior 

4. Human Dignity as Related to Politics and Economic Welfare 

5. Self-Maintenance of an Organization or System 

.' 



CHAPTER 3 

RESEA RCH PROCEDURE 

In this chapter, a description of the population, research procedures, 

and the instrument are presented. This study was designed to elicit data con

cerning possible patterns of perceptions and social-psychological processes 

among selected high school teachers who experienced the 1978 Verde Unified 

School District strike. In order to insure anonymity, proper names of people 

and places connected with the Verde District have been altered. 

Background Information 

This investigation is one of a series concerned with the 1978 teacher 

strike in the Verde Unified School District. This study is the third conducted 

by members of a Verde strike research team established at The University of 

Arizona. The initial study of the series conducted by Barbery (1980) attempted 

a survey of all the teachers in the Verde District on a wide range of issues 

revolving around the 1978 strike. The second investigation of the series con

ducted by Alday (1981) is a companion to this study and elicited similar data 

from selected junior high school teachers who experienced the Verde strike. 

The School Community 

This study was conducted in a rapidly growing, southwestern metro

politan community of nearly 500,000 people. The population comprised a 

36 
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diversity of ethnic groups. The Spanish-speaking peoples provided the broad

est minority cultural influence. Light industry, retirement, tourism, mining, 

agriculture, and education are the main sources of income. An economically 

important military base is located at the edge of the city. A land grant univer

sity, a community college, and a convention center serve pivotal functions in 

this community. 

The school district which is the subject of this study was the 

largest in the state. It served a student population consisting of a variety of 

socioeconomic, cultural, and ethnic groups. 

At the time of the 1978 teacher strike, the Verde District served 

55,934 students and employed 2,751 teachers. The Verde Unified School 

District consisted of 68 elementary schools, 17 junior high schools, nine 

senior high schools, four adaptive schools, and one alternative education 

school, a total of 99 schools. The nine high schools served all geographic 

areas of the district. 

Five elected members comprised the district's governing board. 

More than 80 percent of the Verde District certificated employees were repre

sented by the Verde Education Association in negotiations with the governing 

board. The 1978 five-day strike was the first in the district's history. 

Interview Schedule 

An interview schedule was developed to elicit data for thiE study. It 

was constructed to yield both quantitative and qualitative responses and is 

included in the Appendix of this study. 
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The quantitative section of the interview schedule consisted of three 

parts. Part one, Issues and Causes, entailed the rank ordering of lists. The 

study participants were asked to rank the issues and causes of the strike. 

Part two, Influences, involved indicating the role played by various influences 

in the teacher respondents' decisions to strike or not to strike. Part three, 

Relationships, entailed the listing and ranking of people with whom the teacher 

respondents were in contact prior to, during, and after the strike. 

The qualitative section of the interview schedule was composed of two 

parts. The first part elicited responses as "comments" associated with the 

quantitative questions of Part one, Issues and Causes. The second part, Strike 

Perceptions, elicited responses to a series of checklist questions. Oral 

responses were recorded on cassette tape. 

The Population 

Prior to this study, an initial survey of the Verde District teachers 

was conducted by another member of the strike research team. In this initial 

survey, completed strike questionnaires were returned by teachers from 

nearly all the Verde District schools. Of the 2,751 teachers in the Verde 

District, 1,728 or 63 percent participated by returning completed question

naires. Participation was considered high. 

In the initial questionnaire, respondents were asked to volunteer for 

a follow-up study by supplying their telephone numbers. Of the 1, 728 teachers 

responding to the initial questionnaire, 517 or 30 percent of the respondents 
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submitted their home telephone numbers. Of the 517 who volunteered their 

home telephone numbers, 421 or 80 percent were striking teachers, and 105 

or 20 percent were non-striking teachers (Barbery 1980). 

The high school teachers in the district numbered 929. Of this 

number, 569 responded to the initial questionnaire. The population for this 

study consisted of 50 striking and 12 non-striking high school teachers who 

gave their home telephone numbers on the initial questionnaire. The sample 

for the present study was drawn from this population of 62 teachers. 

The Sample 

A sample of 41 high school teachers was selected from the population 

of 62. The sample of teachers was drawn from two of the nine Verde high 

schools. The limit of two high schools may have afforded a greater opportun

ity to uncover patterns in interpersonal relationships. 

The two high schools appeared to be geographically and socioecon

omically representative of the district's secondary schools. Although the two 

high schools were located at approximately opposite ends of the east-west 

population corridor of the city served by the Verde district, the homes of 

teachers comprising the sample tended to cluster on the north and east sides 

of the metropolitan area. 

The ratio in the sample approximating three strikers to one non

striker corresponded to the ratio of strikers to non-strikers established in 

the initial study conducted by Barbery (1980). All teachers chosen for the 
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sample were first contacted through the telephone numbers they had volunteered 

on the initial questionnaire, and only one, a non-striker, later declined to be a 

part of this study. 

Data Collection 

Most of the teachers contacted by the investigator expressed an eager

ness to participate in the study and for the most part the investigator was 

invited into their homes for the interview process. In several instances, 

where distance posed a problem, central locations, such as the university 

library, were used. 

The investigator supplied each respondent with an interview schedule 

which each answered in part in writing and in part by oral responses. These 

oral responses were tape recorded for later transcription. Once the data was 

gathered, it was systematically organized and examined, employing the theo

retical framework developed for this investigation. The theoretical framework 

was further employed to report the data. 

Summary 

This study is one of a series concerned with the 1978 teacher strike 

in the Verde Unified School District. The study was designed to explore pos

sible patterns in perceptions and social-psychological processes among selec

ted high school teachers who experienced the strike. A teacher attitude

behavior interview schedule was constructed to yield both the quantitative and 

qualitative data for this investigation. 
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The population for this study consisted of 50 striking and 12 non

striking high school teachers who had included their telephone numbers when 

responding to an initiaLs trike questionnaire distributed· by another member of 

the strike research team. 

A sample of 41 high school teachers was selected from the previously 

identified population of 62 teachers in two Verde District high schools. The 

ratio of approximately three strikers to one non-striker corresponded to the 

ratio of strikers to non-strikers established in the initial study by Barbery 

(1980)., 

For the most part, the interviews took place in the respondents' 

homes. The data was collected by having the high school teacher participants 

respond to the interview schedule questions in part in writing and in part 

through oral responses. The oral responses were tape recorded and later 

transcribed into typed scripts. The data was then compiled, analyzed, and 

reported in accordance with the theoretical framework developed for this 

investigation. 



CHAPTER 4 

PRESENTATION OF QUANTITATIVE DATA 

In this chapter, the quantitative data collected using the interview 

schedule are presented under the headings of: (1) Issues and Causes; 

(2) Influences; a.qd (3) Relationships. Section I of the interview schedule, 

Issues and Causes, asked the respondents to rank order items relating to the 

issues and causes which seemed prominent to them in the strike, using 1 for 

the most important, 2 for the second most important, and 3 for the third most 

important. The six issues under this category heading were derived from 

the Barbery study (Barbery 1980, pp. 131-132, 161). The data for Section I 

is organized and presented around each interview schedule question. Several 

tables which set forth the response information in tabular form are incorpora-

ted in the discussion. 

Section I: Issues and Causes 

Question 1-1: "I perceive the major 
issue of the strike to be" 

Table 1 considers the question, "I perceive the major issue of the 

strike to be." Fifty-four percent (21 of 39) of the 39 respondents chose 

"Challenge to personal dignity" as the major issue of the strike; 26 percent 

(10 of 39) ranked this issue as second in importance. Contrastingly, 31 per-

cent (12 of 39) ranked "Loss of negotiating policy" as highest in significance 
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Table 1. Responses to Question I-I: "I perceive the major issue-of the strike to be, " by the Total Sample 
Population. 

Issue 
Ranked First %a Ranked Second 

% 
Ranked Third 

% by Respondents by Respondents by Respondents 

1. Salary 4 10.0 2 5.0 16 42.0 

2. Fringe Benefits 3 8.0 3 8.0 

3. Class Size 1 3.0 5 13.0 4 11. 0 

4. Discipline 1 3.0 2 5.0 4 11.0 

5. Challenge to 
Personal Dignity 21 54.0 10 26.0 2 5.0 

6. Loss of Negotia-
ting Policy 12 31.0 17 44.0 9 24.0 

TOTAL 
b b 

38
b 

39 39 

aIn this table as well as all following tables, percentages may not total 100 percent due to the rounding off of 
percentages. 

bRankings do not total 41, as two respondents declined to rank the issues and another respondent did not 
select any issue as third in importance. 

~ 
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while a substantial 44 percent (17 of 39) ranked it second. Thus, the first and 

second rankings, when combined, showed that the "Loss of negotiating policy" 

was the first or second choice nearly as often as "Challenge to personal 

dignity. " 

Interestingly, while the issue of "Salary" was chosen infrequently 

for either first or second ranking, it clearly led the third ranked column with 

42 percent (16 of 38) of the 38 responses. 

In considering the perceptions of the strikers, Table 2 revealed that 

"Challenge to personal dignity" was the foremost choice of 58 percent (18 of 

31) of the 31 striker respondents, while 26 percent (8 of 31) ranked this issue 

second in significance. It is interesting to note that the percentages in Table 1 

appeared to rather closely parallel the corresponding percentages for the 

striker respondents presented in Table 2. On the other hand, in examining 

the perceptions of the eight non-striker respondents, Table 3 revealed that 

"Salary" was considered the major issue by 50 percent (4 of 8) of them. In 

contrast, no striking respondent chose "Salary" as the issue of first impor

tance. Thirty-eight percent (3 of 8) of the non-strikers, however, did rank 

the strikers' first choice, "Challenge to personal dignity, " as the foremost 

issue. 

The non-striking respondents chose the "Loss of negotiating policy" 

in their second ranking by a plurality of 38 percent (3 of 8), and in the third 

ranking, the issues of "Salary" and "Loss of negotiating policy" were both 

chosen by 38 percent (3 of 8) of the eight responding non-strikers. Thus, it 



Table 2. Responses to Question 1-1: "I perceive the major issue of the strike to be, "by Striking High 
School Respondents. 

Issue 
Ranked First Ranked Second Ranked Third 

by Strikers % by Strikers % by Strikers % 

1. Salary 2 6.0 13 43.0 

2. Fringe Benefits 1 3.0 2 7.0 

3. Class Size 1 3.0 4 13.0 4 13.0 

4. Discipline 1 3.0 2 6.0 3 10.0 

5. Challenge to 
Personal Dignity 18 58.0 8 26.0 2 7.0 

6. Loss of Negotia-
ting Policy 11 35.0 14 45.0 6 20.0 

TOTAL 31 31 30a 

a 
This does not equal 31, the number of strikers in this study, as one person did not rank any issue as third. 

~ 
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Table 3. Responses to Question 1-1: "I perceive the major issue of the strike to be, " by Non-Striking 
High School Respondents. 

Ranked First Ranked Second Ranked Third 
Issue by % by % by % 

Non-strikers Non-strikers Non-strikers 

1. Salary 4 50.0 3 38.0 

2. Fringe Benefits 2 25.0 1 13.0 

3. Class Size 1 13.0 

4. Discipline 1 13.0 

5. Challenge to 
Personal Dignity 3 38.0 2 25.0 

6. Loss of Negotia-
ting Policy 1 13.0 3 38.0 3 38.0 

a a 
8

a 
TOTAL 8 8 

- -- - .- - I: --I: --

a The totals in this table do not equal 10, the number of non-strikers in this study, as two individuals chose 
not to rank the issues. 

~ 
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appears that the perceptions of the non-strikers regarding the relative impor-

tance of the six issues overlapped considerably the choices made by the 

strikers, especially in regard to the relative significance of "Challenge to 

personal dignity" and the "Loss of negotiating policy. " 

Significantly, both non-striking respondents who declined to rank the 

six issues concluded that the Verde strike was part of a power struggle bet-

ween the national teachers' association and the Verde school board, including 

its affiliate, the national school board association, and that the six issues 

were thus irrelevant. Essentially, each said that the teachers had bought into 

the industrial union model and had simply played it out to its ultimate conclu-

sion by striking. Several striker respondents did Epeak of the supportive 

role of the national teachers' association, occurring especially before the 

strike, but no striker respondent volunteered the idea that the strike was a 

power play between two national organizations. 

Question 1-2: "I feel the 
strike was the result of" 

Sixty-six percent (29 of 44) of the total sample population of 44 

selected "The way the Board and the District's central administration handled 

the issues" as the foremost cause of the strike, as shown in Table 4. In the 

second ranking shown in Table 4, 64 percent (23 of 36) of the 36 responding 

chose the statement, "The issues mentioned above, " the six issues in Table 1 

as second in importance. Interestingly, "The way the teachers' association 



Table 4. Responses to Question 1-2: "I feel the strike was the result of, " by the Total Sample Population. 

Result of 

1. The issues mentioned 
above (question l)a 

2. The way the Board and 
the District's central 
administration handled 
the issues 

3. The way the teachers' 
association handled 
the i.ssues 

4. other 

TOTAL 

a 
Refers to Table 1. 

Ranked First 
by Respondents 

9 

29 

4 

2 

44
b 

% 

20.0 

66.0 

9.0 

5.0 

Ranked Second 
by Respondents 

23 

10 

3 

36
b 

% 

64.0 

28.0 

8.0 

Ranked Third 
by Respondents 

2 

1 

8 

7 

18
b 

% 

11.0 

6.0 

44.0 

39.0 

bTotal does not equal 41, as three persons each designated two items as first in rank, and one respondent 
selected two items as second in rank. The missing cases elected not to rank certain items. 

~ 
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handled the issues" led the third ranking with a 44 percent (8 of 18) plurality, 

but with only 18 persons of the total sample population electing to make a third 

choice. 

In examining the perceptions of the strikers in Table 5, the percent

ages paralleling the rankings of the total sample in Table 4 discussed above 

were higher for the strikers. Seventy-three percent (24 of 33) of the 33 

striker responses pointed to "The way the Board and District's central admin

istration handled the issues" as the major cause of the strike; a high 78 per

cent (21 of 27) of the 27 striker respondents chose "The issues mentioned 

above" (the six issues in Table 1) in the second ranking; and perhaps most 

noteworthy, 50 percent (6 of 12) of the 12 striker respondents who elected to 

complete the third ranking placed "The way the teachers' association handled 

the issues" as the most significant third choice. 

Table 6 shows the figures for the non-striking respondents. A rela

tively low 45 percent (5 of 11) of the 11 non-striker responses pointed to "The 

way the Board and District's central administration handled the issues" as the 

major cause of the strike; and in the second ranking, 44 percent (4 of 9) of the 

9 non-striker responses pointed to the same statement. A three-way division 

in the third ranking gave "The issues mentioned above, " "The way the 

teachers' association handled the issues, " and "Other" each 33 percentage 

points (2 of 6) from the six non-strikers who elected to complete this third 

column. 



Table 5. Responses to Question 1-2: "I feel the strike was the result of, " by striking High School 
Respondents. 

Result of 

1. TIle issues mentioned 
above (question l)a 

2. TIle way the Board ami 
the District's central' 
administration handled 
the issues 

3. TIle way the teachers' 
association handled 
the issues 

4. Other 

TOTAL 

aRefers to Table 1. 

Ranked First 
by Respondents 

8 

24 

1 

33b 

% 

24.0 

73.0 

3.0 

Ranked Second 
by Respondents 

21 

6 

27
b 

% 

78.0 

22.0 

Ranked Third 
by Respondents 

1 

6 

5 

12b 

% 

8.0 

50.0 

42.0 

bTIlis does not equal 31, the number of strikers in this study, as two strikers each designated two items as 
first in rank and the missing cases chose not to rank some items. 

C11 
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Table 6. Responses to Question 1-2: "I feel the strike was the result of, " by Non-striking High School 
Respondents. 

Result of 

1. The issues mentioned 
above (question l)a 

2. The way the Board and 
the District's central 
administration handled 
the issues 

3. The way the teachers' 
association handled 
the issues 

4. Other 

TOTAL 

a 
Refers to Table 1. 

Ranked First 
by Respondents 

1 

5 

3 

2 

11b 

% 

9.0 

45.0 

27.0 

18.0 

Ranked Second 
by Respondents 

2 

4 

3 

b 
9 

% 

22.0 

44.0 

33.0 

Ranked Third 
by Respondents 

2 

2 

2 

6
b 

% 

33.0 

33.0 

33.0 

bRankings do not equal 10, the total of non-strikers surveyed, as one person selected two items as first in 
rank and one respondent designated two items as second in rank. The absent cases chose not to rank some 
items. 

CJl ...... 
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Thus, from the data in Tables 5 and 6, it appears that while the non-

strikers put less onus for the strike on the Verde school board and central adminis-

tration and somewhat more on the teachers' association, their perceptions other-

wise tended to parallel those ofthe strikers. Both strikers and non-strikers 

seemed to perceive the cause of the strike to stem not so much from the issues them-

selves, but primarily from the way these were handled. In this and certain other 

strike matters, the two sets of perceptions seemed to overlap to a considerable 

degree. 

Question 1-3: ''Who do you feel was 
most responsible for causing the strike?" 

Table 7 indicates that the total sample population of 44 in the first ranking 

a."1d 38 in the second parcei ved the Verde school board as just ahead of the superin-

tendent in terms of responsibility for the strike. The respective percentages in the 

first and second rankings for the school board were 39 (17 of 44) and 47 (18 of 38) 

compared to corresponding response percentages of 36 (16 of 44) and 32 (12 of 38) 

for the superintendent. However, in the third ranking, the school board received a 

mere nine percent (3 of 33) of the 33 responses in this column compared to the super-

intendent's 27 percent (9 of 33). Combining all the rankings produced near ly equal 

numbers as the school board thus yielded 38 responses and the superintendent 37 

across the three rankings. 

Of the five strike causes listed in Table 7, the choices of "Teachers' 

association" and the "Teachers' negotiating team" received fewer responses in 

all the rankings. Similarly, the choice of "District's negotiating team" re-

ceived relatively few responses in the first and second rankings, but did lead 



Table 7. Responses to Question 1-3: ''Who do you feel was most responsible for causing the strike, " by the 
Total Sample Population. 

Ranked First Ranked Second Ranked Third 
Caused by by Respondents % by Respondents % by Respondents % 

1. School board 17 39.0 18 47.0 3 9.0 

2. Superintendent 16 36.0 12 32.0 9 27.0 

3. Teachers' association 5 11.0 4 12.0 

4. District's negotiating 
team 5 11.0 7 18.0 16 48.0 

5. Teachers' negotiating 
team 1 2.0 1 3.0 1 3.0 

44a a a 
TOTAL 38 33 

a 
Total does not equal 41, as one participant designated three items as first in rank and two other persons 
each ranked two items as first. One of the respondents also ranked two items as second. The missing 
cases elected not to rank some items or in one instance, none of the items. 

C11 
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the list of causes in the third ranking with 48 percent (16 of 33) of the 33 

responses. Thus, it appears that the total sample population of this study 

placed a major share of the responsibility for causing the strike on the school 

board, the superintendent, and the District's negotiating team and relatively 

little responsibility on the teachers' association and the teachers' negotiating 

team. 

In examining the perceptions of the strikers in Table 8, the trends 

already noted for the total sample population in Table 7 are accentuated. A 

higher percentage of strikers than non-strikers viewed the school board, 

superintendent, and District negotiating team as being most responsible for 

the strike, and a lower percentage of strikers than non-strikers pointed to the 

teachers' association and the teachers' negotiating team. 

Table 9 shows the percentages for the non-strikers. Compared to 

the strikers in this study, the non-strikers also seemed to put little responsi

bility for the strike on the teachers' negotiating team, but did seem to place 

considerably more responsibility for the strike on the teachers' association 

with a 25 percent response (3 of 12) in the first ranking and 43 percent (3 of 7) 

in the third. This may mean that some non-strikers did not go along with the 

upper level leadership in the teachers' association and the role they played 

before and during the strike. 

The non-strikers, however, still appeared to put the major responsi

bility for the strike on the school board and superintendent. In the first rank

ing, 33 percent (4 of 12) chose the school board and 25 percent (3 of 12) chose 



Table 8. Responses to Question 1-3: ''Who do you feel was most responsible for causing the strike, "by 
Striking High School Respondents. 

Ranked First Ranked Second Ranked Third 
Caused by by Respondents % by Respondents % by Respondents % 

1- School board 13 41.0 16 53.0 2 8.0 

2. Superintendent 13 41.0 9 30.0 8 31.0 

3. Teachers' association 2 6.0 1 4.0 

4. District's negotiating 
team 4 13.0 5 17.0 15 58.0 

5. Teachers' negotiating 
team 

TOTAL 32
a 

30
a 

26a 

aTotal does not equal 31, the number of strikers in this study, as one person designated two items as first 
in rank and the missing cases chose not to rank some items. 

CJ1 
CJ1 



Table 9. Responses to Question 1-3: ''Who do you feel was most responsible for causing the strike, "by 
Non-Striking High School Respondents. 

Ranked First Ranked Second Ranked Third 
Caused by by Respondents % by Respondents % by Respondents % 

1. School board 4 33.0 2 25.0 1 14.0 

2. Superintendent 3 25.0 3 3S.0 1 14.0 

3. Teachers' association 3 25.0 3 43.0 

4. District's negotiating 
team 1 S.O 2 25.0 1 14.0 

5. Teachers' negotiating 
team 1 s.o 1 13.0 1 14.0 

TOTAL 12a Sa 7a 

a Rankings do not equal 10, as one non-striker designated three items as first in rank and another individual 
ranked two items as first and two items as second. The missing cases did not rank certain items. 

c.n 
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the superintendent; in the second ranking, the percentages were 25 (2 of 8) and 

38 (3 of 8), respectively. Thus, inspection of Tables 8 and 9 again Ehows that 

the perceptions of both strikers and non-strikers represented in this study 

often were in agreement. 

Summary: Issues and Causes of the Strike 

Although there were differentials in response to the issues and causes 

posed in this section between the Verde strikers and the non-strikers, there 

appeared to be significant areas of agreement between the two groups. 

Fifty-four percent of the total sample population of this study chose 

"Challenge to personal dignity" as causal in the strike, just ahead of "Loss of 

negotiating policy." The more numerous striking respondents contributed 

greatly to these trends for the total sample population, and, although the non

strikers differed significantly from the strikers in that half the non-striking 

respondents chose "Salary" as the major issue, 38 percent of the non-striking 

respondents did choose "Challenge to personal dignity" as the foremost issue. 

Furthermore, the non-striking respondents chose "Loss of negotiating policy" 

in the second ranking by a plurality of 38 percent. 

As to the degree that mishandling of the issues may have contributed 

to the strike, it appears noteworthy that "The way the Board and District's 

central administration handled the issues" was ranked the foremost cause of 

the strike by 66 percent of the total sample population. In the second ranking, 

64 percent chose the statement "The issues mentioned above, " the six issues 



of Question 1-1 as second in importance, and perhaps most significantly, 

"The way the teachers' association handled the issues" led the third ranking 

in the total sample population with a 44 percent plurality. 
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The percentages for all the categories mentioned in the paragraph 

above were higher for the strikers than for the non-strikers. While the non

strikers appeared to put somewhat less responsibility for causing the strike 

on the actions of the Verde school board and central administration, and, con

trastingly, somewhat more on the actions of the teachers' association, their 

perceptions seemed otherwise to parallel those of the strikers. Both popula

tion samples perceived the cause of the strike to come not so much from the 

issues themselves, but primarily from the apparent mishandling of the issues 

by the Verde school board and the teachers' association. 

In terms of who may have caused the strike, it appears that the total 

sample population of this study placed primary responsibility on the Verde 

school board, the superintendent, and the District's negotiating team, in that 

order. The non-strikers also appeared to place the major responsibility for 

the strike on the school board and the superintendent, but the District's nego

tiating team was not cited next in order. The non-striking respondents instead 

placed the teachers' aESociation third in order, with 25 percent so responding 

in the first ranking and a substantial 43 percent in the third. This contrasts 

rather sharply with the non-strikers apparently putting little onus on the 

"Teachers' negotiating team" which, of course, was part of the teachers' 

association. This could be interpreted to mean that some non-strikers did not 
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go along with the upper level leadership in the teachers' association and the 

role they played in the strike. This interpretation may lead to a significant 

line of disagreement between the two teacher groups. 

Section II: Influences 

:rn this section on influences, the respondents reported their percep-

tions of the influences exerted by other people upon them in reaching their 

various decisions to strike or not to strike. The degrees of perceived influ-

ence were registered on a Likert-type scale, ranging from "Greatly, " through 

"Somewhat, " to "Not at all. " 

Question II-4: "My building principal 
influenced my decision" 

The building principal seemed to playa minor role in the teacher 

respondents' decisions, either to strike or not to strike, as indicated in 

Table 10. When the data were broken down into strikers and non-strikers, 

the responses were similar for both groups as 94 percent (29 of 31) of the 31 

strikers in Table 11 and 90 percent (9 of 10) of the 10 non-strikers in Table 12 

perceived that their building principals had little or no influence on their deci-

sions to either strike or not to strike. Significantly, not one respondent per-

ceived being greatly influenced by his building principal in making this 

decision. 
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Table 10. Responses to Question II-4: "My building principal influenced my 
decision, " by the Total Sample population. 

Influenced Number of Percent 
Responses 

Greatly 0 0 

Somewhat 3 7.0 

Not at all 38 93.0 

TOTAL 41 

Table 11. Responses to Question II-4: "My building principal influenced my 
decision, "by Striking High School Respondents. 

Influenced Number of 
Responses Percent 

Greatly 0 0 

Somewhat 2 6.0 

Not at all 29 94.0 

TOTAL 31 
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Table 12. Responses to Question II-4: "My building principal influenced my 
decision, " by Non-Striking High School Respondents. 

Influenced Number of 
Responses 

Percent 

Greatly 0 0 

Somewhat 1 10.0 

Not at all 9 90.0 

TOTAL 10 



Question II-5: "The teachers in my 
school influenced my decision" 

Fellow teachers in one's own school apparently were a somewhat 

significant influence in the teacher respondents' decisions to strike or not to 
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strike as revealed in Table 13. Twenty-two percent (9 of 41) of the high school 

teacher respondents reported that they were "Greatly" influenced by their 

fellow teachers, and 41 percent (17 of 41) indicated that they were "Somewhat" 

influenced, while 37 percent (15 of 41) reported no influence whatsoever from 

teachers in their schools. Thus, a combined total of 63 percent (26 of 41) of 

all respondents reported being influenced by their fellow teachers. 

Table 14 indicates that the influence of teachers in one's own school 

was perceived to be considerable for the strikers in this study as 26 percent 

(8 of 31) of the 31 striking respondents reported being "Greatly" influenced by 

fellow teachers, and a substantial 52 percent (16 of 31) reported being "Some-

what" influenced. A combined total of 78 percent (24 of 31) of the striking 

respondents thus reported being influenced by their close colleagues. 

Table 15 indicates that 80 percent (8 of 10) of the non-striking respon-

dents reported not being influenced by fellow teachers in their building regard-

ing their decisions to strike or not to strike. 

When the data were thus broken down, the tables appeared to indicate 

that the strikers' decisions tended to be influenced by fellow teachers in their 

school. whereas the non-striking respondents generally reported not being so 

influenced. The overall data, therefore, reflected the trends established by 
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Table 13. Responses to Question II-5: "The teachers in my school influenced 
my decision, " by the Total Sample Population. 

Number of 
Influenced Responses Percent 

Greatly 9 22.0 

Somewhat 17 41. 0 

Not at all 15 37.0 

TOTAL 41 

Table 14. Responses to Question II-5: "The teachers in my school influenced 
my decision," by Striking High School Respondents. 

Influenced Number of 
Percent Responses 

Greatly 8 26.0 

Somewhat 16 52.0 

Not at all 7 23.0 

TOTAL 31 
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Table 15. Responses to Question II-5: "The teachers in my school influenced 
my decision, " by Non-Striking High School Respondents. 

Influenced Number of 
Responses 

Percent 

Greatly 1 10.0 

Somewhat 1 10.0 

Not at all 8 80.0 

TOTAL 10 
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the perceptions of the strikers only because striker respondents outnumbered 

the non-strikers approximately three to one. 

Question 11-6: "One or more of the 
senior teachers (with many years 
experience in the school and/or 
district) influenced my decision" 

The senior teachers, in years of teaching experience, were viewed by 

61 percent (25 of 41) of the total sample population as not having a major influ-

ence in the respondents' decisions either to strike or not to strike as indicated 

in Table 16. 

Sixty-one percent (19 of 31) of the striker respondents in Table 17 

and, similarly, 60 percent (6 of 10) of the non-strikers in Table 18 reported 

that they were not easily influenced by senior teachers. The matter of senior 

teachers having greater experience either in the schools or in the district thus 

appeared to be a minor influence on their fellow teachers' decisions to strike 

or not to strike. 

Question ll-7: "Some teacher(s) outside 
my school influenced my decision" 

Table 19 indicates that only 43 percent (18 of 41) of all the high school 

teacher respondents saw themselves as being influenced in their decisions by 

"Some teacher(s) outside ••• " their building. As Table 20 indicates, 52 per-

cent (16 of 31) of the striking teacher respondents perceived not being influ-

enced at all by teachers outside of their buildings in reaching their decision to 

strike. Table 21 indicates that a substantial 70 percent (7 of 10) of the 
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Table 16. Responses to Question 11-6: "One or more of the senior teachers 
(with many years experience in the school and/or district) 
influenced my decision, " by the Total Sample Population. 

Influenced 
Number of 

Percent 
Responses 

Greatly 6 15.0 

Somewhat 10 24.0 

Not at all 25 61.0 

TOTAL 41 

Table 17. Responses to Question 11-6: "One or more of the senior teachers 
(with many years experience in the school and/or district) 
influenced my decision, "by Striking High School Respondents. 

Influenced Number of Percent 
Responses 

Greatly 4 13.0 

Somewhat 8 26.0 

Not at all 19 61.0 

TOTAL 31 
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Table 18. Responses to Question II-6: "One or more of the senior teachers 
(with many years experience in the school and/or district) 
'influenced my decision, "by Non-Striking High School Respondents. 

Influenced Number of Percent 
Responses 

Greatly 2 20.0 

Somewhat 2 20.0 

Not at all 6 60.0 

TOTAL 10 

Table 19. Responses to Question II-7: "Some teacher(s) outside my school 
influenced my decision, " by the Total Sample Population. 

Influenced Number of 
Responses 

Percent 

Greatly 1 2.0 

Somewhat 17 41. 0 

Not at all 23 56.0 

TOTAL 41 
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Table 20. Responses to Question 11-7: "Some teacher(s) outside my school 
influenced my decision, " by Striking High School Respondents. 

Influenced Number of Percent 
Responses 

Greatly 0 0 

Somewhat 15 48.0 

Not at all 16 52.0 

TOTAL 31 

Table 21. Responses to Question 11-7: "Some teacher(s) outside my school 
influenced my decision, " by Non-Striking High School Respondents. 

Influenced 
Number of 

Percent Responses 

Greatly 1 10.0 

Somewhat 2 20.0 

Not at all 7 70.0 

TOTAL 10 
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non-strikers reported they were not influenced by outside teachers in reach-

ing their decision. 

Among the teacher respondents, it appears that certain teachers out-

side of their respective schools were relied upon at least to some extent in 

deciding to strike or not to strike. This seemed, however, to be less clearly 

the case among the 10 non-striking respondents. 

Question 11-8: "The teachers' 
association influenced my decision" 

Twenty-seven percent (11 of 41) of all the respondents felt that the 

teachers' association was a great influence in reaching their decisions to 

strike or not to strike, and another 37 percent (15 of 41) of the respondents 

perceived that they were somewhat influenced as indicated in Table 22. Thus, 

a total of 64 percent (26 of 41) reported being influenced to some degree by the 

teachers' association. 

Table 23 indicates that 32 percent (10 of 31) of the striking high school 

teacher respondents perceived that they were "Greatly" influenced by the 

teachers' association to strike. Forty-two percent (13 of 31) of the striking 

respondents marked the "Somewhat" category. Thus, 74 percent (23 of 31) of 

the striking respondents reported being influenced to some degree by the 

teachers' association. On the other hand, Table 24 indicates that only 10 per-

cent (1 of 10) of the non-striking respondents in this study reported they were 

'!Greatly" influenced by the teachers' association not to strike, while 20 per-

cent (2 of 10) reported they were "Somewhat" influenced. 
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Table 22. Responses to Question II-8: "The teachers' association influenced 
my decision, " by the Total Sample Population. 

Influenced Number of 
Percent 

Responses 

Greatly 11 27.0 

Somewhat 15 37.0 

Not at all 15 37.0 

TOTAL 41 

Table 23. Responses to Question II-8: "The teachers' association influenced 
my decision, "by Striking High School Respondents. 

Influenced Number of Percent 
Responses 

Greatly 10 32.0 

Somewhat 13 42.0 

Not at all 8 26.0 

TOTAL 31 
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Table 24. Responses to Question 11-8: "The teachers' association influenced 
my decision, " by Non-Striking High School Respondents. 

Influenced Number of 
Percent 

Responses 

Greatly 1 10.0 

Somewhat 2 20.0 

Not at all 7 70.0 

TOTAL 10 
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The overall data for this question indicated that the teachers' associa-

tion was perceived to be a significant influence in reaching a decision to strike 

or not to strike. However, this appeared not to be the case of the 10 non-

striking respondents, as 70 percent of this group reported that the teachers' 

association had no influence on their decision not to strike. 

Question 11-9: ''My family 
influenced my decision" 

The data in Table 25 indicates that in 51 percent (21 of 41) of the total 

sample, one's family did appear to influence the teachers' decision to strike or 

not to strike. Table 2? indicates that 55 percent (17 of 31) of the striking 

respondents reported being influenced by their families to strike. The data in 

Table 27 shows only 40 percent (4 of 10) of the non-strikers as apparently 

having undergone family influence not to strike. 

While the overall data indicated that the respondents' families were 

perceived to be a moderate influence in reaching a decision to strike or not to 

strike, the non-strikers seemed to view their families as being of less influ-

ence in reaching the decision not to strike. 

Question 11-10: "The media 
influenced my decision" 

The media, as Table 28 indicates, appeared not to be a major factor 

in influencing the responding high school teachers' decisions either to strike 

or not to strike. Sixty-six percent (27 of 41) of the respondents in this study 

indicated that the media had no influence in making their decisions. In breaking 



Table 25. Responses to Question 11-9: "My family influenced my decision, " 
by the Total Sample Population. 

Number of 

73 

Influenced Responses Percent 

Greatly 5 12.0 

Somewhat 16 39.0 

Not at all 20 49.0 

TOTAL 41 

Table 26. Responses .to Question 11-9: "My family influenced my decision, " 
by Striking High School Respondents. 

Number of 
Influenced Respones Percent 

Greatly 3 10.0 

Somewhat 14 45.0 

Not at all 14 45.0 

TOTAL 31 
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Table 27. Responses to Question 11-9: "My family influenced my decision, " 
by Non-Stri!dng High School Respondents. 

Number of 
Influenced Responses Percent 

Greatly 2 20.0 

Somewhat 2 20.0 

Not at all 6 60.0 

TOTAL 10 

Table 28. Responses to Question 11-10: "The media influenced my decision, " 
by the Total Sample Population. 

Number of 
Influenced Responses Percent 

Greatly 1 2.0 

Somewhat 13 32.0 

Not at all 27 66.0 

TOTAL 41 
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down the data between strikers and non-strikers, little difference was found 

between the two samples as 65 percent (20 of 31) of the striking respondents 

in Table 29, and 70 percent (7 of 10) of the non-striking respondents in Table 

30 reported not being influenced by the media in reaching their decision to 

strike or not to strike. 

Summary: Influences 

Table 31 summarizes the influences that were perceived to playa role 

in the Verde high school teacher respondents' coming to a decision to strike or 

not to strike. 

The teachers' association seemed to have played the most prominent 

role of the seven factors listed in Table 31 in influencing the respondents 

either to strike or not to strike. Twenty-seven percent of the high school 

teachers in this study reported that they had been "Greatly" influenced by the 

teachers' association and another 37 percent reported that they had been 

"Somewhat" influenced by the organization in making their decisions. Thus, 

a total of 64 percent of the respondents reported being influenced by the 

teachers' association. Sixty-three percent of the respondents also reported 

that they perceived the teachers within their buildings as being a Significant 

influence in reaching their decision. 

The third most prominent influence perceived by the high school 

teacher respondents was one's own family. Thirty-nine percent of the respon

dents reported that they were "Somewhat" influenced by their families in 
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Table 29. Responses to Question II-10: "The media influenced my deciaon, " 
by Striking High School Respondents. 

Number of 
Influenced Responses Percent 

Greatly 1 3.0 

Somewhat 10 32.0 

Not at all 20 65.0 

TOTAL 31 

Table 30. Responses to Question II-10: "The media influenced my decision, " 
by Non-Striking High School Respondents. 

Number of 
Influenced Responses Percent 

Greatly 0 0 

Somewhat 3 30.0 

Not at all 7 70.0 

TOTAL 10 



Table 31. Summary of Influences Affecting High School Teacher Strike Behavior by the Total Sample 
Population. 

Influenced by 

1. Building principal 

2. Teachers in my school 

3. Senior teachers 

4. Teachers outside my 
school 

5. Teachers f association 

6. Family 

7. Media 

Greatly 
Number of 
Responses 

0 

9 

6 

1 

11 

5 

1 

% 

0 

22.0 

15.0 

2.0 

27.0 

12.0 

2.0 

Somewhat 
Number of 
Responses 

3 

17 

10 

17 

15 

16 

13 

% 

7.0 

41. 0 

24.0 

41. 0 

37.0 

39.0 

32.0 

Not at All 
Number of 
Responses 

38 

15 

25 

23 

15 

20 

27 

% 

93.0 

37.0 

61. 0 

56.0 

37.0 

49.0 

66.0 

..;J 

..;J 
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reaching their decisions. Another 12 percent of the respondents reported they 

were "Greatly" influenced. Thus, in all, 51 percent of the teacher respondents 

reported being influenced by their own families in reaching a decision to either 

strike or not to strike. 

Among the responding high school teachers, the building principal 

appeared to have had the least influence regarding the decision to strike or not 

to strike. Ninety-three percent of the responding teachers reported that their 

building principal did not influence them. The media appeared to be next to 

last in influence as 66 percent of the responding teachers reported that the 

press, radio, and television did not influence them. 

Table 32 summarizes the reported influences that apparently played 

a role in the striking respondents' decision to strike. Fellow teachers within 

the same building appeared to have been a very significant influence on the 

striker respondents as 26 percent of the 31 strikers reported being "Greatly" 

influenced by them and another 52 percent reported being "Somewhat" influ

enced. Thus, in all, 78 percent of the striking respondents reported being 

influenced by teachers within the same building in reaching a decision to strike. 

The teachers' association appeared similarly influential as 32 percent 

of the striking respondents reported that they were "Greatly" influenced by it, 

and another 42 percent reported that they were "Somewhat" influenced. This 

made a combined total of 74 percent who reported being influenced by the 

teachers' association to strike. 



Table 32. Summary of Influences Affecting Striking High School Teachers' Strike Behavior. 

Greatl,I Somewhat Not at All 
Influenced by Number of Numbe.r of Number of 

Responses % Responses % Hesponses 

1. Building principal 0 4.0 2 6.0 29 

2. Teachers in my school 8 26.0 16 52.0 7 

3. Senior teachers 4 13.0 8 26.0 19 

4. Teachers outside my 
school 0 0 15 48.0 16 

5. Teachers' association 10 32.0 13 42.0 8 

6. Family 3 10.0 14 45.0 14 

7. Media 1 3.0 10 32.0 20 

% 

94.0 

23.0 

61. 0 

52.0 

26.0 

45.0 

65.0 

-.::I 
<.0 
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Significantly, 94 percent of the strikers viewed the building principal 

as having had the least influence in reaching a decision to strike. It should be 

noted that the data of the striking respondents generally corresponded to the 

trends for the total sample population. The non-striking high school teacher 

respondents apparently viewed themselves as having not been particularly 

influenced by any of the factors listed in the summary of influences in Table 33. 

Table 33 indicates that out of the seven factors listed, the non-strikers 

of this study perceived being most influenced in reaching a decision not to 

strike by two of these: "Family" and, equally, "Senior teachers." In each 

case, however, only 20 percent reported being "Greatly" influenced, and 

another 20 percent "Somewhat" influenced. Thus, 60 percent of the non

striking respondents viewed the family and senior teachers as having had no 

influence at all in reaching a decision not to strike. 

Significantly, 90 percent of the non-strikers perceived the building 

principal as having the least influence on reaching a decision not to strike. 

All in all, the non-striking respondents tended to view themselves as being 

largely independent of outside influences in reaching their decision. 

Section III: Relationships 

In this section, the high school teacher respondents were asked to 

rank order (with 1 = most often, and 2 = next most often, etc.) the fellow 

teachers with whom they most freqqently kept in touch prior to, during, and 

after the strike. The last question in this section again asked for a ranking of 



Table 33. Summary of Influences Affecting Non-Striking High School Teachers' strike Behavior. 

Greatl~ Somewhat Not at All 
Influenced by Number of Number of Number of 

Responses % Responses % Responses 

1. Building principal 0 0 1 10.0 9 

2. Teachers in my school 1 10.0 1 10.0 8 

3. Senior teachers 2 20.0 2 20.0 6 

4. Teachers outside my 
school 1 10.0 2 20.0 7 

5. Teachers' association 1 10.0 2 20.0 7 

6. Family 2 20.0 2 20.0 6 

7. Media 0 0 3 30.0 7 
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fellow teachers with whom they would prefer to talk if another strike 

situation developed. 
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This section was designed to help uncover whom the respondents con

sulted regarding strike matters. Also of interest were possible changes in 

interpersonal relationships as perceived by the respondents, covering the 

time prior to, during, and after the strike. 

The major conclusion to be drawn from this section was that appar

ently the respondents turned to fellow teachers with whom they were in close 

propinquity. "Close propinquity" in this case means the fellow teacher next 

door or across the hall, or one that taught the same subject matter. 

It was interesting to note that the VEA leadership, from president 

down to building representative, were not frequently mentioned as individuals 

with whom strike matters were discussed. When consultation with them was 

mentioned, the meetings seemed to come about largely from the VEA leaders 

being nearby or moving through the respondent's area. Put another way, the 

teachers generally did not appear to have sought and consulted VEA leadership. 

This section on relationships appeared not to be particularly produc

tive otherwise, but did yield further generalized impressions. The first 

question of this section, ''With whom did you most frequently keep in touch 

prior to the strike?" yielded 134 different names of people with whom the 

respondents kept in touch, for an average of approximately three names per 

respondent. 
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Essentially the same question, addressing the period during the 

strike, question 2, yielded 119 different names of people with whom the 

respondents kept in touch during the strike. Some names emerged which were 

not among those elicited by the first question. However, these new names for 

the most part appeared to be contacts made on the strike picket line. Rela

tionships, it appeared, were realigned somewhat during the strike because of 

the close intermingling on the strike picket line of large numbers of teachers 

within a school and because of movements of certain staff members from 

school to school to help bolster picket lines. Thus, propinquity, including 

closeness to others on the picket line, seemed to be the main avenue through 

which the respondents made contact with others to discuss strike matters. 

The last question in this section was, "If another strike situation 

developed, with whom among your fellow teachers would you prefer to talk 

about this matter?" This question elicited 78 names for an average of approxi

mately two names per respondent. The names of 27 different individuals were 

ranked by the respondents as first preferences. Six of these names were 

repeated. While most of the six individuals seemed to be active in the VEA, 

apparently the main thread running through their being named twice as first 

choice with whom to communicate concerning strike matters was their pro

pinquity to the naming respondents. Only one of the 41 respondents in this 

study reported going out of his way to see someone, a lawyer friend, to discuss 

strike matters. Apparently, no one individual teacher stood out as someone to 

turn to for communication purposes. 
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Summary: Relationships 

The central conclusion to be drawn from this section was that teacher 

respondents tended to turn to fellow teachers with whom they were in close pro

pinquity to discuss strike matters. "Close propinquity" refers to the fellow 

teacher next door or across the hall, or that taught the same subject matter. 

During the strike, it included the fellow teacher walking the same picket line. 

Interestingly, the names of the VEA leadership did not emerge with any great 

frequency. The respondents of this investigation may have tended to favor 

certain nearby VEA leaders in talking over strike matters, but apparently no 

one individual stood out as someone to go to for advice and counsel. 

Discussion 

The quantitative data in this chapter appear to show that the high 

school teacher respondents felt their dignity threatened by certain perceived 

actions of the Verde school board and central administration. The data sug

gest that the respondents in this study perceived themselves most influenced 

by the teachers' association and nearby colleagues in reaching a decision to 

strike or not to strike. 

The data in this chapter tend to agree with the results of a companion 

study conducted by Alday (1981). The companion study centered on a sample 

of Verde District junior high school teachers, and it shared the interview 

schedule used in the present investigation. Thus, the results of Alday's study 

are directly comparable to those of this investigation. 
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Only two areas of apparent disagreement were noted. Alday found 

that a clear majority of the non-striking junior high school respondents of his 

study perceived themselves as being influenced by teachers outside their 

school (Table 21) and the teachers' association (Table 24) in reaching a deci

sion not to strike. However, the majority of non-striking high school teachers 

of this investigation perceived themselves in just the opposite way: as not 

being so influenced in reaching a decision, neither by the teachers' association 

nor by teachers outside their building. 

Because the sample of non-strikers in each study was small, the two 

disagreements in the quantitative data could be attributed to normal sampling 

error. 

However, Alday's results did generally agree with the data in this 

investigation. Furthermore, the initial survey of the Verde Unified School 

District teachers conducted by Barbery (1980) tends to agree with the results 

obtained in this investigation where such comparisons were applicable. The 

level of agreement between the three Verde strike studies was considered high. 



CHAPTER 5 

PRESENTATION OF QUALITATIVE DATA 

In this chapter, the responses of the participants to the various ques

tions in the interview schedule are presented in accordance with the categories 

of the theoretical fmmework given in Chapter 2. These categories are: (1) the 

development and maintenance of an adequate self; (2) the concept of resistance 

to attacks on the self; (3) the perceptual field as a determinant of behavior; 

(4) the concept of human dignity as related to politics and economic welfare; 

and (5) the concept of self maintenance of an organization or system. 

Under each category heading, statements regarding the nature of the 

category are given. This, in turn, is followed by a recapitulation of related 

quantitative findings drawn from the data presented in Chapter 4. Next, a 

representative series of respondents' comments related to the category are 

given. Finally, the comments under each category are examined in light of 

the theory of perceptual psychology. It should be noted that the illustrative 

statements and comments appearing under the category headings are not neces

sarily exclusive representations of that category, but do highlight some of the 

important ideas contained in that particular category of the theoretical 

framework. 
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The Development and Maintenance 
of an Adequate Self 
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The development and maintenance of an adequate self is a central con-

cept of this study and was used in this section to examine the reported behavior 

of the senior high school teacher respondents. It should be noted that the 

psychological drive for self-preservation and self-enhancement appears to 

have its origin in biological processes. For example, when the human body is 

invaded by harmful bacteria or viruses, its defenses are mobilized. White 

blood cells, lymph cells, and antibodies move to destroy the offending agents. 

Furthermore, the human body tends to move beyond marginal maintenance 

toward enhancement through a degree of health beyond that necessary for basic 

survival. Similarly, on the psychological level, one strives to maintain one's 

concept of self, and dEfense mechanisms are marshalled to defend it and a 

person strives to alter the physical and social environment to enhance it. 

An examination of the interview responses seemed to indicate that the 

respondents viewed their school environment as largely inimical to feelings of 

self worth. Fifty-four percent of the respondents chose "Challenge to personal 

dignity" as the major issue of the strike. It should be noted in this connection 

that "The way the Board and District's central administration handled the 

issues" was ranked as the foremost cause of the strike by 66 percent of the 

respondents. In reply to the question, "Who do you feel was most responsible 

for the strike?" the Verde school board was perceived by the respondents as 

just ahead of the superintendent in being chiefly responsible for creating condi-

tions leading to the strike. 



Respondents' Perceptions of 
Their School Environment 

Many respondents reported that they suffered repeated indignities. 

One respondent, Carl Brownhill, spoke of one such experience: 

I taught extended day at Verde High School and we enrolled the students 
directly. I enrolled 92 students in my class, and I said we were going 
to have to hire another teacher. The principal said no, just wait, half 
of them will drop out. And he was right. But the reason half of them 
dropped out was because the class was so big that it took most of the 
time to take roll, and we wasted so much time in discipline that it was 
a waste of time for the kids. That's why they dropped out ••• it was 
one of these Catch-22 things. His reasoning, as far as I'm concerned, 
showed the attitude of the whole administration. 

Beatrice Farmer reported what happened when it became necessary 
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to select a new chairman for her department: ''What did the administration do? 

Goes out and picks a first-year teacher as head of our department of 15 

teachers. Now you, as well as someone without an educational degree, know 

that that is an impossibility. Everybody said, 'The hell with it.' And it was 

complete chaos that year. This is the type of thing that goes on continuously 

at Verde High. " 

For respondent Margaret Spring, it was the perceived tone of 

administrative memorandums that especially affected her: "For one thing, 

every day and every day and every day prior to the strike two or three memo-

randums would come to our school from either the superintendent or from the 

board in which the tone of the writing, for one thing, I found to be very objec-

tionable. They were talking to a bunch of undisciplined children-no sense of 

communication in terms of equality. " 
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And respondent Ronald Rich observed, ''1 saw people during the strike 

that I never would have believed would strike, and they were driven to it. 

People can only take so much, and when you're told that you're really not 

worth anything so many times, I guess there iE one time too many for people. 

If this job was so low-class that anybody can do it and it didn't matter, then I 

didn't want the job. " 

Similarly, respondent Ronda Bisbee saw her school environment as 

filled with "picky issues." She recounted: 

For example, the VEA had sent out their little weekly or biweekly bulle
tin and put it in the school teachers' boxes for years, and it has always 
been like that. We could always send stuff through the school mail. 
Then they come out and say, "No, you can't do that." So then of course, 
with postage as expensive as it is, you can imagine how much of the dues 
money it would take. It was non-cooperation: "You won't do this, okay, 
we won't do that." And they were taking and taking and taking until I 
think we had to take a stand and say, ''No more!" 

One striking respondent, Caroline Roblick, suggested that the school 

environment may not always be beneficial to the student. She explained why 

she felt this way: 

I look at student records every day and there are kids with reading 
levels of first and second grade, and they're in 12th grade. It's frus
trating to them. We're not educating our kids anymore, and I think we 
have to begin to look to see what we can do to educate them. We all 
think, "Well, I got a great education. The school system must remain 
the way it was." But it has got to change, it just has to be different 
than it was 10, 15, or 20 years ago. I think that the Verde district, 
whether it means cutting it in half or something, has got to begin to 
look at the situation and talk to people who are experts and who know 
how to solve some of these things. It wouldn't be an overnight process, 
but it's got to start somewhere. 
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Fran Colbert felt that the Verde board and central administration 

"were almost totally uninterested in getting feedback from the teachers." She 

stated further: 

I think that if the superintendent and the assistant superintendents, those 
speaking most often to the media and the board, had taken a different 
tone in what they said, the strike would have been averted. I think this 
was a very reluctant strike. My theory is that the school board was 
looking for a crack-down type of personality when the superintendent 
was hired. I don't think it's accidental that he comes from a district 
where there was another strike. 

Similarly, Arlene Rain said this of the Verde board: 

I don't believe they ever thought we would strike. I think, as others 
have suggested, that this is a conservative state, Verde is a conserva
tive district, and teachers on the whole are conservative people and 
very safe people, and we sit in our little classrooms and we're not 
threatened by the outside world too much, and I think the school board 
misjudged us. By their comments they insulted us and one board 
member, Tom Song, was particularly insulting. There were many 
meetings that we went to in which Tom Song was not only insulting, 
but rude, and you don't treat human beings that way and get anything 
but strike kind of behavior. 

It should be noted that the non-striking high school teacher respondents 

often agreed with their striking counterparts on the nature of the school envi-

ronment. One non-striking respondent, Sonya Beel, did suggest that NEA 

leaders seemed to take advantage of an unsatisfactory situation to promote a 

strike, but still she perceived the school board and central administration as 

being largely responsible for the conditions leading to the strike. Of the 

superintendent, Sonya Beel had this to say: 

I don't say that he directly caused the strike, but because he was super
intendent and because of the teachers' feelings about him, the strike 
occurred, whereas if we had had Dr. Morley or someone whom the 
teachers were satisfied with as an administrator, we might not have 



had the strike, perhaps out of loyalty to him. But after the remark 
the superintendent made about getting rid of the old teachers and 
replacing them with young, enthusiastic teachers, that went over like 
a brick. And then he denied making the statement, and then on T. V. 
they played back the tape. 
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The role of the central administration was also visible in the actions 

of Jacob Friedman who was hired by the board and the central administration 

as their chief negotiator and spokesman. It appeared that most of the high 

school teacher respondents perceived Friedman as an outsider who was not a 

positive force in the negotiations. Janet Colter, a non-striker respondent, 

said, "Friedman! I didn't like him, and I know that he was very disliked by 

others. My impression of him was that he came in as a big-time negotiator 

and planned to make this big time, and as an outsider he really caused trouble. 

My perception of him was that he was a negative force. Teachers resented a 

highly paid outsider coming in. " 

Nancy Dow indicated that the needs of the classroom seemed to come 

after the considerations extended to the Verde administration: 

I don't understand how our superintendent has at his beck and call a 
brand-new car, complete with insurance and gasoline for the whole 
year, and I never had one current textbook in my classroom the whole 
year. I don't understand this when we're supposed to be in the busi
ness of educating kids .••• Why don't they provide me with a car to 
drive to school? Then why do they provide cars for administrators? 

Respondents' Perceptions 
of Themselves 

It would appear that the respondents perceived the board, the superin-

tendent, and the central administration as a source of threat, and they tended 



to feel rejected. In short, their relationships, morals, values, and all the 

intangibles that make up their self-concepts seemed to have been disparaged. 

Thomas Melville perceived teachers as ordinarily quiet people who 

are capable of responding to a hostile working environment in dynamic ways. 

He said: 

I never thought of teachers as being a particularly dynamic group or 
ones particularly motivated by causes. Generally, very lackluster, 
inert, almost. But at this time, the cause was so just that it was a 
spontaneous thing. There was a great deal of personality that came 
out when you least expected it. The enthusiasm fed upon itself. The 
very first question-the lack of personal dignity-that is a factor. For 
a very long time, we were treated very shabbily. 

Melville explained that he perceived teachers as ordinarily "lack-
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luster" in a political sense, that "everyone goes his own way, " that there had 

never been a "unified movement" among teachers in the Verde district. But of 

the strike period itself, he made this observation: 

There were some really heroic things. You had people with three or 
four years to go to retirement, who had nothing at all to gain by striking. 
And yet, they decided that they had to do this. It was the only decent 
thing they could do. They had to do it, and they stood to gain nothing, 
and they could lose a great deal. These were people who could be 
described as mousey people in the everyday mask that they wore. But 
they stood up. I was very impressed with a lot of these people. As a 
matter of fact, in this day and age it is almost unheard of for somebody 
to do something just because it is right. 

Similarly, Clara Countryman saw her fellow teachers this way: 

Timid. They liked to complain a lot, but if they had to do something 
about it, if it involved taking any chances on their part, it was a dif
ferent matter. Teachers, in general, have always had this reputation, 
and I never enjoya:l being classed with them in that respect. I was 
really pleasantly surprised to see that they did stand up, although I 
know that in some schools there were people who didn't. Those who 
didn't, fit the classic example perfectly. 
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Another high school teacher respondent, Laura Jones, made this 

observation: "I visit regularly with people who are primarily elementary and 

junior high school teachers. I was amazed at their stand. Traditionally, ele-

mentary teachers are not activists, and I was amazed. In fact, it was the 

elementary teachers who started the whole strike thing rolling. High school 

teachers are much less inclined to get out and do anything as a group. " 

Laura Jones said, however, that the majority of Verde teachers per-

ceived themselves as professionals and so: 

There was just this terrible feeling that we were going to have to do 
something that we absolutely did not feel we should have to do. It was 
demeaning of a professional to have to strike. I felt that other people 
felt that way, non-teachers. The frustration of having to do this in 
order to get the attention that you purely justly deserve. That was 
terrible. It was agonizing. I really think the majority of teachers 
all agonized over it. 

She stated further, "I classify teachers as a very passive group; 

they're not prone to take much action. They talk a lot, but they won't do it. 

However, I found that when pushed to a stand that is a moral stand, they would 

stand up for it. I felt good about that. " 

Respondent Roger Cole seemed to conclude that teachers tend to link 

salary level with professional status. He said, "In a situation like this, there 

is a struggle going on between the teachers as a 'profession' and the old struc-

tural hierarchy, supported by property taxes and community representation. 

• • • The teachers feel the salary they earn should be commensurate with the 

professional status of their occupation. They would like to be considered 

professionals. " 



One non-striking respondent seemed to view her fellow teachers as 

largely unconcerned about student welfare. She said: 

I'm disgusted with teachers in general. I'm disgusted with the kind of 
attitude, the kind of backbiting and the arrogance I see, the lack of 
consideration for students, the kind of resistance to anyone who is 
doing a good job. • • • Teachers show unwillingness to go back to school 
to take a couple of classes, find new techniques to learn how to deal with 
behavior kinds of situations, to find new waYf? of structuring classrooms. 
. • • There is a core of teachers at my school who come in to work and 
we go over new ideas and we try to find new ways of doing things, but 
it's a very small core; it's 10 out of 120 teachers. The others would 
not be at school. The bell rings and they're gone. They would not 
think of staying after or putting in extra time. Granted, we probably 
have a lot of beaten-down, tired people. 

On the other hand, Gladys Baum seemed to perceive teachers as 

having integrity as well as concern for students. She said, "I think the board 
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and central administration failed to sense the fact that teachers have integrity 

and probably for the most part are concerned about the kids and what is going 

on in the classroom. The board's attitude seemed like a direct slap in the 

face. " 

She spoke this way of educators who become administrators: 

A lot of administrators are ex-physical education people and they have 
had very little background in anything academic. They get into these 
positions of authority, yet they really don't have the knowledge and 
background to make a lot of these decisions •••• I think this is partly 
what's wrong with the school systems nationally. Across the country, 
probably 85 percent of the administrators are ex-jocks. Instead of 
getting people with some sound, intelligent, academic background, 
we're getting people who have probably gotten by on about the easiest 
route to go. Then they end up in positions to make decisions that 
affect the whole school. 

Respondent William Corbin perceived his fellow teachers as some-

times humorous and capable of acting out of character during tensions on the 



strike picket line. He reported that during the Verde strike, teacher substi-

tutes or "scabs" were given double pay by the district, a practice which he 

said was especially resented by the strikers. He recounted further: 

One of these substitutes was coming out of school building, and one of 
our more introverted, sedate, quiet picketers said something to this 
man totally out of character. You would have to know this woman 
picketer to appreciate this. Think of a female equivalent of Caspar 
Milquetoast. She walked up to this person and said-the substitutes 
were being paid $55. 00 per day-and said, "Hey, big boy, what would 
you do for $60.00?" as though she were propositioning him. It was 
like a nun did that. Another funny thing was one teacher's attempts to 
get into and out of the school building without confronting us picketers, 
just watching him every day scurry about, it earned him the name 
Rabbit. He ran around like a pregnant mouse. 
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The words of Margaret Spring, however, seemed to summarize how 

many of the teacher respondents of this study viewed their colleagues. She 

said: 

There have been very few teachers in my lifetime that have disappointed 
me as people. I think most of them are worthwhile people, good people, 
and responsible people. The few that aren't, stand out in your mind, 
but I've been looking back over the years I have taught, over the number 
of people I've known, and the general feeling about my fellow teachers 
is a good feeling. They want to be good teachers, they would like to be 
directed in a way that would help them become better teachers, but 
they don't want people playing games .••• We have to assume that 
teachers are pretty well educated for the most part, and they do have 
ideas and do expect a certain amount of personal dignity to be attached 
to their jobs and to be treated that way. 

Discussion 

The concept that each person seeks to develop and maintain an ade-

quate self seemed to be supported by the foregoing teacher perceptions. An 
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examination of this data further indicated that an individual may strive more 

vigorously toward adequacy when his self-concept is threatened by the percep-

tion of an unsupportive work environment. 

The high school teacher respondents expressed feelings of rejection 

as they saw themselves being ignored by the Verde board, the superintendent, 

and the central adminiEtration. The respondents also seemed to feel, largely 

from the perceived tone of the communications they received, a certain con-

trolled hoEtility emanating from the board. 

The teacher respondents, on the other hand, tended to view themselves 

and their work as worthy of respect. On the whole, the respondents saw them-

selves as persons capable of having a significant voice in the structuring of 

their work environment. Furthermore, a number of respondents seemed to 

view with especial pride the apparent willingness of some Verde teachers to 

assume risks in order to help bring to the work place certain changes per-

ceived to be more favorable to the maintenance of an adequate self. 

The Perceptual Field as a 
Determinant of Behavior 

A major function of the human brain, it appears, is to create its ver-

sion of the "real world." Combs, Richards, and Richards (1976, p. 20) 

pointed out that "people do not behave according to the facts as others see 

them. They behave according to the facts as they see them. What governs 

behavior from this point of view are the person's unique perceptions of himself 

and the world in which he lives, the meanings things have for him. " 
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Thus, two persons may view a phenomenon and "see" two different 

things. As discussed in Chapter 2, people tend to react behaviorally to what-

ever it is they perceive. It comes as no surprise, therefore, that a given 

stimulus will sometimes elicit widely different behavioral responses. Striking 

is the opposite of non-striking. Predictably, then, the perceptual fields of the 

striking respondents differed in significant ways from the views of the non-

striking respondents. 

The Perceptions of 
Non-Striking Respondents 

Unlike the strikers in this study, the non-striker respondents tended 

to view the negotiations process itself as one cause of the strike. Non-striker 

respondent Alice Price concluded that any justifications given for striking, 

such as loss of negotiating policy or challenge to personal dignity were "sort 

of excuses" for an underlying power struggle between the teachers' association 

and the Verde school board. She suggested that the "industrial model" of col-

lective bargaining was inappropriate in the public school: 

In the collective bargaining model, there are two sides. It is set up 
on an adversary relationship. The very role of the negotiations table 
is one-upsmanship. The fact that there are two sides makes it an 
adversary relationship, and the very rules that are used at the table 
make it this way •.•• For example, if it's a monopoly game, once 
you start to play, if you're going to play it clear out to the end, there 
has to be a winner and a loser. 

Alice Price spoke of the apparent disparagement of teachers by the 

Verde school board and central administration as "clumsy things." She said 

further, "Those kinds of statements, whoever makes them, are typically the 
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kind of thing that fits the collective bargaining model, and it's like, well, you 

hit me first and I'm going to get even. . • • I don't consider it unusual. " 

Not every non-striking respondent was clearly opposed to striking on 

principle. Respondent Ralph Barge reported that he didn't strike because he 

neared retirement: 

I had one week to go when the strike was called until I reached the age 
of 62 when I could retire with full benefits. I just felt that after I had 
put in 36 years of teaching, I couldn't throw it all away for a week's 
time •••• If things hadn't worked out as nicely for everybody as they 
did, I would have been bounced and I would have thrown away my life's 
effort •.•• But I supported the teachers otherwise. I was in favor of 
everything they were for. 

However, he added, "I never have been in sympathy with strikes. I wasn't 

brought up that way. I wasn't brought up in a time and in a part of the country 

where strikes were looked upon as having value. So, I just haven't developed 

it within myself. 

Respondent Roger Cole, a non-tenured teacher, saw the strike as a 

contest between the more militant leadership of the VEA and the Verde school 

board. He added: 

And the victims in between were the teachers who were being told 
things that were not altogether true. The information being dissemi
nated by the board and the superintendent was not entirely factual as 
there were some things left out, also some threats made, some state
ments made to make us lean toward strike action, but on the other 
side of the coin, I don't believe everything the VEA told us in its fliers 
and bulletins. I believe that a lot of the things the VEA told us were 
deliberately slanted to irritate, to aggravate, to push a strike vote in 
their direction. They wanted a strike. I believe they really wanted a 
strike. 



He thus concluded that the Verde strike was a struggle for power: 

There was a power struggle for the hearts and minds of the teachers 
between the administrator organization on the one hand and the teachers' 
association on the other. It becomes personal because there wasn't a 
teacher I ever heard of who didn't get personal about Phyllis Bradley 
and Frederick Bemich and Tom Song. These were the board majority, 
and there were some bad personal feelings about those people. But, 
again, getting back to the struggle, this universal, in this country any
way, it's a universal phenomenon, the struggle between teachers and 
those who administrate over who is in charge. I think the teachers en
vision some sort of topsy-turvy system where they were in a sense pri
vate practitioners who are in charge of their own system of education. 
They are the specialists. They see themselves on the level of doctors 
and lawyers, as profeSSional specialists in education. So, they are 
bucking and forCing, and getting more money is part of this because 
money is one of the signs of this kind of professional respect that we 
give doctors and lawyers. There seems to be [a] revolution taking 
place. 

Of the Verde school board, Cole said: 

The majority of the board was, I think, hard line. This hard line 
against teacher salary increases, teacher freedom and so on, came 
almost coincidentally after that year's school board association 
national convention, which the Verde board members attended, and 
coincidentally, it came at the same time as similar hard lines by 
school boards all over the country who also attended that school board 
national convention. So, I think whatever happened, happened all at 
once, and it was a national phenomenon. They were going through the 
same thing in Phoenix, Arizona that they were going through here in 
Verde. It was like [Verde board member] Phyllis Bradley pointed out 
in an interview, they were attempting to "take back the store." So, 
the boards took it upon themselves to make these moves. 

Of himself as a non-striker, Cole said, "I don't remember [my 

parents] influencing me, but they are conservative Republicans and so am I, 

and the strike kind of ran against the grain, although I consider myself very 

loyal to the profession and I do hope for the day when teachers are treated 

with a little more dignity than they are now. " 
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Non-striking respondent Patricia Kerr also seemed to feel that the 

strike was the result of a power struggl~ between the VEA and the Verde board. 

She outlined her perceptions this way: 

I feel the strike was the result of: (a) the National Education Associa
tion's interest in having a test case in a right-to-work state; (b) the 
opportunity for creating chaos due to the new and non-local superinten
dent and his difficulties with administrative personnel; (c) a desire of 
the VEA leadership for power and control of local issues; (d) a rather 
obnoxious board majority-this was a smokescreen, however, since 
the constitution of the board was going to change anyway as an election 
was coming up in a few months-and (e) machinery had already been 
started for striking and the VEA wanted to assert power in spite of 
imminent change [in the composition of the Verde board]. 

Kerr reported that her decision not to strike was reached on her own: 

I've done a lot of studying. I'm very well read in areas of economics 
and philosophy as well as in values and the kinds of things that are 
governing our society. I feel very strongly that striking, if one takes 
a look at economic history, was at one time an important force for just 
basic living conditions. Strikes helped take children out of the factor
ies, they got decent wages, balancing off the millions that factory 
owners were making. I feel that has now swung the other way. The 
decline in pr~uctivity and craftsmanship, the high inflation rate, I 
think is as much the fault of labor unions as it is of government ineffi
ciency and incompetence. 

The depth of her feelings might be gauged from her perceptions of the 

apparent camaraderie among some of the Verde strikers: 

People who despised each other, people who couldn't tolerate each 
other's teaching became so buddy buddy. I saw some really pathetic 
individuals on the staff. I saw people who had never had friends sud
denly see themselves at the center. This one gal who is a kind of a 
strange character who was bringing food and having parties, saw her
self as being-she even sent some letters to another teacher who 
cracked, some really nasty letters •••• It was a sickly kind of 
friendship. One individual brought in a cake two days after the strike 
and wrote on it, "Strikers only, everyone else buzz off." It was almost 
as if this hate was something that was keeping them together. I think 



that is what it was, a common enemy. The common enemy became 
not the board and not the central administration, but the people who 
did not go on strike. 

Perceptions of Striking Respondents 

An apparent difference between the perceptions of the strikers and 
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non-strikers in this study concerned the role of the teachers' association. As 

illustrated by several of the foregoing teacher statements, the non-striking 

respondents tended to view the strike situation as growing out of a power strug-

gle between two upper level forces, the leadership of the teachers' association 

and the Verde school board. The striking respondents, on the other hand, did 

not seem to emphasize this view. They appeared to view the teachers' associa-

tion as an integral part of their school setting and seemed to perceive the asso-

ciation's stand as essentially a reflection of their own feelings produced by 

their work environment. 

The seemingly close tie between the striking respondents and the VEA 

leadership seemed to be pointed up by the use of the pronoun "we" by a number 

of the striking respondents when referring to association bargaining and other 

activities. For example, Delores Roberts reported, "1 feel that we won. I 

feel that we won the important thing, the right to negotiate. " 

As to the development of this apparent unity between the VEA leader-

ship and many of the Verde teachers, she said, "Then we began seeing the 

rallies, and you really got a feeling of unity. At a couple of rallies in 
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particular, you looked around and said, 'Well, they're not about to fire all of 

us.' You really felt a little more .comfortable. tI 

Similarly, respondent Bryce Cutter appeared to identify closely with 

the teachers' association: 

And about the bargaining, I just felt as though it was a personal thing. 
We go through this process that the Verde board had outlined for good 
faith bargaining, and then the board itself doesn't pay any attention to 
it. • • • When we went to our meetings, the VEA leaders had the same 
feeling I had, that we had this organized process of arbitration and 
that we were living up to our side, but the board wasn't living up to 
their side. • . • I feel the association is the teachers. 

Cutter, however, expressed reservations about the collective bar-

gaining process because "somebody is always striking. I don't think labor 

should tell management what to do, but I think management, on the other hand, 

should be able to keep labor happy or at least comfortable. I wouldn't be 

looking for a job someplace else if I were happy here. " 

Of the future, he said, "I think we have to go with the association. I 

think that is the only way that teachers are going to get a fair break. We are 

going to have to get the best people that we can in the association and listen to 

what they have to say, and then make the necessary decisions. " 

Several striking high school teacher respondents spoke of the develop-

ment of teacher cohesiveness as coming about in a number of ways. For 

example, striker respondent William Corbin recounted: 

I voted to strike. But then, when I got to my school Monday morning 
and saw my compatriots who were-who have since admitted that they 
were every bit as uncertain as I, except the radicals, the real hot 
heads-most didn't know what they were going to do, and, then, we 
saw one another, and misery loves company and there is strength in 



numbers, and it was a "You're here, I'm here, " and it-one of the 
nice aspects of the strike was that it brought about a feeling of 
camaraderie that I think is still there, a feeling of togetherness. 
• • • I saw the people picketing and it immediately brought around 
the feeling, "They're going to strike, I'm going to do it, too!" I 
picketed every day of the strike. I still have a tremendous aver
sion to picketing, walking with a sign. It was very embarrassing 
for me to have people go by and jeer. I'm an introspective person, 
and all the public displaying of myself in that manner was very hard 
for me to do, extremely hard to do. 

Of the VEA and its leadership, Corbin had this to say: 

The president of the VEA Ibefore the strike] seemed to have her facts 
together and seemed to know where it was going and seemed to have a 
direction, an attitude or conception of what the solutions were, and she 
spoke to us regularly about the breakdown in negotiations, so I felt 
I had a pretty good picture of what was going on. Obviously, the infor
mation was given from the VEA standpoint. You have to expect that. 
But it was from my standpOint, too, and I was willing to go along with 
it. I think the VEA did a good job in organizing everything. I have not 
always been happy with the VEA mostly in the past when administrators 
belonged to it. I can't imagine why teachers would want to belong to an 
organization to which administrators belonged. Teachers and adminis
trators are on opposite wavelengths. 

Then he added, ''When a group of people feel that they are being 

picked on and they have a common interest or a common shared experience, 
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you grow very close to people, people who are day by day being forced to put 

up with the same things. " 

Striking respondent Tina Bailey reported that working conditions were 

so frustrating that the teachers' association had no influence in reaching a 

decision to strike: 

No matter what the teachers' association had decided to do, I had 
made up my mind about what I wanted to do. Now, if the vote had 
gone not to strike, I wouldn't have struck. I voted to strike and that 
is the way it worked out, so I did it. The association just didn't have 
any influence •••• I felt so frustrated by the conditions in this 



district, I just felt I had to do something even if it became a meaning
less gesture; even if we got nothing that we asked for, I felt I just had 
to act. 

Bailey then explained her decision to strike in the context of her 

background: 

I am teaching now, but I had been a teacher's wife ever since we were 
married and we have reared nine children on one teacher's salary and 
money never meant all that much to us. Everybody needs money, but 
it wasn't all that important. My husband could have gone into another 
job and made a lot more money, and I heard of teachers striking for 
higher salaries, and I used to feel it was something that teachers 
shouldn't do. I was reared that way. My mother was a teacher, my 
sisters were teachers, my aunts, everybody in my family had always 
been teachers, and teachers were supposed to be dedicated and devoted 
and, so, they didn't strike. That was the way I felt previously. As it 
stands now, I think the strike to me was more of a personal thing than 
anything else. It made me feel so much better to think I was doing 
something positive instead of just moaning and groaning about the way 
things were. 

But she had observed that· "there was a group of educators who 
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picketed outside the community center to dissuade people from voting to strike. 

Teachers were really separated ideologically. " 

It had been noted earlier that several of the non-striking respondents 

seemed to place strike-related events within a conceptual framework, e. g. , 

viewing collective bargaining as a "contest" where there must be a winner and 

a loser. This tendency to fit strike-related events into a larger picture was 

also observed especially among those teacher respondents named by other 

study participants as strike leaders or activists. 

Strike leader Annette Rondo seemed to manifest this tendency in 

these words: "I suppose my thinking represents a lot of carry-over from 
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previous situations. I am tired of my profession being rammed around by 

elected people who mayor may not be qualified to make the decisions they 

make. I think teaching is too important a part of our society for teachers to 

always have to go hat in hand to some • • ." 

Then she said, "There is always an effort to keep costs down, and 

the board members may have seen their position as a way to keep the educa-

tion in Verde within reasonable spending limits. " 

Strike activist Margaret Spring reported how she felt about participa-

tion in teacher strikes in terms of obedience to authority. She said: 

Well, after all, we're going on the principle of why we fought the 
American Revolution. I don't see t~at there is any conflict at all 
about standing up for your rights. We should be obedient to the point 
where our organizational rights, our professional rights, and our 
integrity are not violated, and I felt that they were violated. So, I 
didn't have any qualms at all about striking, nor would I in the future. 

Strike supporter Carl Brownhill put the Verde board's hiring of the 

superintendent in this kind of perspective: 

I find it almost incomprehensible that they could ever hire a guy like 
Superintendent Lipson to begin with. But, on the other hand, I find it 
almost incomprehensible that our society could allow a man like him 
to get to the top, except I know how it happens, and it's not incompre
hensible, it's just the way things are. If people behave and act a cer
tain way all their lives, they'll wind up in positions of authority, and, 
then, if they're given free rein, the boob in them comes leaping out. 

Concerning the possible role of the VEA in influencing teachers to act 

a certain way, he said this: 

I also recognize that I can be sold a bill of goods on striking, that 
these orators could come in and fill me full of vigor, and move me 
toward an illegitimate cause. I'm not so naive that I don't recognize 
that failing in all human beings. Wars prove that all the time. The 



Germans thought they were right, they were intelligent people, a hell 
of a lot smarter than we were, education-wise, and they were manipu
lated by a madman, Hitler. 

Strike leader Ronald Rich indicated that he had been influenced to 

strike by the VEA: 

Sure the VEA influenced me, because you would go to VEA meetings 
and they were obviously for a strike. They [the VEA leaders] decided 
a month ahead of time, "Hey, we've got to strike." So, you would 
meet in a room with 50 people who were sitting there saying, "Rah, 
rah, rah, let's strike, "and, obviously, that will influence you. In 
fact, some people said that was one of the criticisms of the organiza
tion, that it had manipulated teachers into striking. 

Rich describErl it as a "sly strike, " saying: 

It was sly in that the VEA as an organized unit-our philosophy was to 
keep everything under control, no violence, not to say a whole lot to 
the media, just sit back, keep quiet, and let the district make fools of 
themselves. Let [Negotiator] Friedman and [Superintendent] Lipson 
open their mouths enough and bury themselves in their own stupidity, 
and that was exactly what happened! If you look at the action that VEA 
took, there wasn't a whole lot of "We're going to do this, we're going 
to do that." Once we struck, we're out-boom! OUr objective is to 
close the schools down. There wasn't a whole bunch of talk or a whole 
bunch of jive from the teachers about how we're going to do this, or 
power to the people. It was very just-sit-back and let nature take its 
course. I think the VEA leaders figured out who they were dealing 
with, and I think they knew that the public was going to turn against 
these district people because of their obnoxious personalities. And 
they didn't have to do a whole lot, and I don't think they did a whole lot. 
They just got everything under control, and everything was set, and 
they just sat back •••• It's probably their philosophy in a lot of situa
tions in a lot of other cities. 

Strike leader Arlene Rain reported that she felt the VEA and its 

national leaders gauged the "insult factor" very well. She said further, "I 
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think the VEA leadership gauged our feelings and they knew just when to have 

rallies and that sort of thing, and where to have them, and what to do at them 
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so we could gather the most momentum. They brought us down many times 

to the district's central office to have our rallies where the enemy was close. 

We could almost smell [board member] Tom Song's insults. " 

Rain said she perceived the national and state leaders of the teachers' 

association as more sophisticated politically than the local leaders of the VEA. 

She added: 

There were times when I almost felt as though I could have been at a 
Wobblies' rally. The strike period was like the Woody Guthrie days, 
it was that kind of almost old-hat uniting. I think the rallies were 
valuable in keeping us together once we had decided to strike, and 
people have said the strike was sort of railroaded through by VEA. 
I don't think that's true. I think that we had pretty much decided at 
that point that there was no other way to go but to strike. But once 
we had done that, many people were unsure of their decisions, and the 
VEA, the National Education Association, and the Arizona Education 
Association really kept us together, kept the momentum up, so some
times it was overdone. 

She explained "overdone" this way: 

Too gimmicky. It was like the T. V. commercial for the garment 
workers, singing their song, "We're all together, " and that's the 
way I felt, but it was a little overdone. Nevertheless, there were 
some people who were just about ready to leave the strike at any 
moment becaue:! there was so much tension and pressure, and having 
those frequent rallies and booster sessions was helpful to some of the 
people who were weak. 

Discussion 

The foregoing teacher statements tended to support the concept that a 

person's behavior is governed by the unique perceptions he has of himself and 

the world in which he lives, the meanings things have for him, his world view. 



The deepest schism between the participants in this study involved 

the question of whether or not the Verde teachers were justified in striking. 

It would appear that most of the high school teacher respondents in so many 

words answered this question affirmatively. 
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In that one of the major functions of the human brain is to create its 

own image of the world, it appears reasonable to conclude that a basic differ

ence in perception existed between the strikers and non-strikers as the act of 

striking is the opposite of remaining on the job. More than one teacher respon

dent spoke of his "seeing" things in a certain way or expressed willingness to 

accept a certain point of view because it tended to agree with his own global 

view of things. 

The teacher respondents in this study may be divided into three cate

gories: (1) those whose world views conformed to the idea of striking, given 

the circumstances the respondents found themselves in during the Verde strike 

period; (2) those whose world views deCidedly went counter to the notion of 

striking; and (3) those who were not strongly inclined one way or the other. 

Those respondents who viewed strike action favorably appeared to 

have frequently taken leadership roles in behalf of their position as did those 

who viewed strike action unfavorably. Those respondents not so strongly in

clined one way or the other seemed to have assumed a more passive role. 

Interestingly, several respondents reported that some ordinarily quiet persons 

became vocal in the advocacy of their pOSition. This uncharacteristic behav

ior appeared to have been prominent among those favoring strike action. This 
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could mean that such individuals tended to be introverted and thus were in

clined to take things more personally as a matter of course, and, consequently, 

became angrier than most others over the perceived insults emanating from 

the Verde school board and central administration. 

The members of the Verde school board and central administration 

apparently came to feel that they should take full charge of district matters 

and made "moves" corresponding to this view, a view that was apparently 

shared with school boards elsewhere. Conversely, the leadership of the 

Verde Education Association apparently felt very strongly that there should be 

a reestablishment of contract negotiations for teachers as a mechanism for 

sharing the board's traditional decision-making power. It appeared that the 

reestablishment of negotiations was more important to the VEA leadership 

than it was to the typical Verde classroom teacher. The VEA appeared to 

have "won" in the sense that it succeeded in winning over many of the lukewarm 

teachers to its cause of shared power through continued negotiations. The 

Verde board and central administration may have actually helped in this process 

by creating a work environment that many teachers perceived as intolerable, 

thus tending to put the teachers in a mood to revolt in favor of the VEA. 

The complex interdependence among people as discussed above may 

have been an indirect cause of the strike. The wherewithal to anticipate and 

forestall trouble undoubtedly had survival value in simpler primitive times. 

No doubt this ability still has survival value. However, the complexity of our 

modern culture and its greatly expanded interdependence may make a potentially 
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adverse situation more difficult for people to "see, " and result in an unexpec-

ted interpersonal conflict. More than one respondent reported that t!1~ Verde 

school board did not anticipate a teacher revolt. Similarly, many teacher 

respondents said that they themselves were surprised when a majority of 

Verde teachers elected to go out on strike. 

It should be remembered that one's own perception of things is the 

only "truth" one knows. If a person is frustrated and bewildered, he tends to 

seek ways of establishing conceptual order. In a modern society, this appears 

to be no easy task. Thus, if an individual or organization comes into play with 

a point of view which tends to bring conceptual order out of seeming chaos, 

confused individuals may be greatly swayed in adopting this point of view. 

This appears to have been one of the functions of the VEA in this strike 

situation. 

The Concept of Resistance to 
Attacks on the Self 

The theoretical construct used for this study suggests that an indi-

vidual's first need is to maintain his perceived self. If he perceives an attack 

on the self, he may attempt to flee or, contrastingly, fight back. If the indi-

vidual elects to stand his ground, he will, as Moser (1973, p •. 37) stated, 

"[Fight) back with whatever weaponry he may acquire." As has already been 

suggested, the response to an attack on the self-concept often involves the 

marshalling of psychological defense mechanisms to defend it as well as efforts 

to alter the physical and social environment to enhance it. 
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It should be noted that verbal deprecations may trigger not only 

psychological defense mechanisms but as well certain bodily responses only 

appropriate for immediate physical defense. During man's later phylogenetic 

development, verbal deprecations may have become the equivalent of the 

simple growls that in earlier primitive periods were prominent as warnings 

of possible physical attack. Man's biologic heritage does not appear to always 

serve him well in a world of rapid cultural change. By responding to certain 

verbal cues as though immediate physical danger did exist, a person's percep-

tions may thus be altered and his relationships with others affected. 

In that 54 percent of the respondents in this study chose the statement, 

"Challenge to personal dignity" as the major issue of the strike, it would 

appear that in general the respondents did perceive themselves as being under 

attack. While the respondents were in no great physical danger, they did 

report bodily stress reactions. In general, the respondents perceived insults 

to their personal dignity, and the Verde strike appeared to have been a mechan-

ism by which many hoped to bring changes in their school enyironment more 

favorable to the maintenance of an adequate self. 

Respondents' Perceptions 
of stress Reactions 

Some respondents reported that the non-strikers appeared especially 

stressed during the strike period. Bryce Cutter observed that: 

There were some illnesses that occurred to the non-strikers. I don't 
know whether you can relate that to the strike or not. It all occurred 
after the strike. One of them had a nervous breakdown, and another 



one had a stomach operation, an intestinal problem. The stress. 
There was an awful lot of Etress. The one who had the nervous break
down had to be reassigned. He's still not back at our school. He's 
at some other school. • • • And there was this friend of mine, he had 
some stress-related problems, [but] after the strike was over, he got 
all straightened out. 

Then, speaking of himself, Cutter said that he suffered the most 

frustration in not being able to get his point of view over to the substitutes, 

or "scabs." He explained: 

Occasionally, we'd get to talk to one of them. They were maki.ng $50 
a day during the strike. Normally, they would get $20 a day. We 
would say, "Look at the principle involved, " and they would say, 
"Yeah, but I'm getting $50 a day where I was getting only $20 a day. " 
I can see their problem, they're trying to make a living •••• The 
district called people up and said, "If you don't substitute now, you 
aren't going to substitute when the strike is over." One of the strikers' 
wives substituted during the strike because she was told that. Pretty 
good strategy, huh? 

A number of respondents who reported having stress reactions 
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appeared to have experienced a narrowing of the perceptual field. Their place 

in the conflict came sharply into focus, diverting their attention from broader 

concerns. Respondent William Corbin, for example, reported that he had 

experienced sleepless nights growing to a peak just before the strike. He said 

that he worried about his job: 

My wife and I did not know what would happen to us. I thought about 
being dismissed. I was worried about how I would make the mortgage 
payment and support my family, but at the same time there was relief 
in that I would perhaps get into a different occupation. Curiously, I 
looked forward to that prospect as a break in what I was doing. My 
problem is that I never wanted to do anything else, and I don't have 
training in any other field. From the seventh grade on, I wanted to be 
a teacher, and here I am having doubts about what I've done all my 
working life. But I don't have any other skills, so I'm trapped. This 
is what I have to do. 



Respondents' Perceptions of 
Psychological Responses 

On the psychological level, the uncertainty of the strike period 

apparently caused the high school teacher respondents to critically examine 

the general order of things and their place in it. Furthermore, more than 
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one respondent reported feeling trapped or cornered, seeing no alternative but 

to strike back at those deemed responsible for an unsatisfactory work environ-

mente The psychological trigger for the Verde strike action seems to have 

been the perceived verbal deprecations from the Verde school board and cen-

tral administration aimed at teachers. This is the way respondent Richard 

Bailey viewed it: "For many years the teachers took a lot in terms of financial 

sacrifices, and they didn't get upset about it. But the teachers really got upset 

about the personal dignity thing. The Verde board could have gone on talking 

nicely to us, continued to give us single digit raises,and I don't think it ever 

would have excited us. But the bitterness [ was caused by] the comments [and 

assaults on] personal dignity. That just did it. " 

Bailey then described a scene that pointed up the bitterness that some 

teachers felt: 

I was upset by what happened when I was on the picket line at the school 
bus depot. It was almost violent. You had cars trying to go through the 
picket line and the cars were actually nudging you. Shouting started and 
it was ugly. The police organized ways, the strikers organized ways of 
having cars drive by so that the school buses couldn't get out. A group 
of teachers staged a phony accident and got out of their cars and held 
up the bus line. We had a backup of 30 or 40 buses trying to get out. 
There was some banging of picket signs on cars, too. It was an ugly 
situation. 
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Striker respondent Delores Roberts reported an incident that occurred 

immediately following the strike that also points up with especial poignancy 

certain effects of the confrontation: 

I took my children out of school during the strike, and at that time my 
daughter was in fourth grade under a non-striking teacher. After the 
strike her reading grades went down, and she was, I think, a very good 
reader. I was surprised by this development, and I had instructed my 
daughter that she was to ask her teacher for the work she had missed, 
and that she could bring it home and I would help her catch up. She 
brought work home and I helped her do it. Then, when her reading 
grades continued to go down, I asked for a conference. I went in and 
the teacher said, "Your daughter missed a great deal of work during 
the strike that she never made up, " and I was really surprised. I 
replied that she had completed all the makeup work she had brought 
home. The teacher said, "Yes, but there were some things that just 
couldn't be brought home. She had to have done it in class and she 
couldn't make it up." So, my daughter was penalized. I was angry. 
My first impulse was to make a row about it, and then I decided that 
all that would do is injure my daughter further. So, I let her go through 
the year and tried to explain to her that she was doing just fine. 

Respondents' Perceptions 
of Social Ramifications 

The perceptions of the high school teacher respondents appeared to des-

cribe a heightened sense of "we-ness" or camaraderie among the Verde 

strikers in apparent respome to the risks involved in going out on strike. It 

appears that when individuals perceive a common danger, they tend to come 

together and support one another in their perceived need for mutual defense. 

Through much of prehistory, this tendency appears to have had survival value 

and, thus, it still seems to be a determiner of man's behavior. Likewise, this 

predisposition, when functioning within a group, appears to heighten expres-

sions of estrangement of those perceived as the enemy. While a great sense 
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of camaraderie seemed to unite the Verde strikers, the greatest estrangement 

seemed to exist between the strike picketers and those who accepted the Verde 

district's temporarily raised substitute pay to man classrooms during the 

strike. Striker respondent Arnold Crane expressed his contempt for the 

"scab" substitutes this way: 

I wouldn't talk to the people at Verde High who didn't go out. I know 
that sounds kind of childish, but I just wouldn't do it. I left a really 
nasty letter for the substitute who took over my class. I told her that 
I hoped she rotted in hell because she should have been out on the 
picket line, too. I had a kindergarten teacher take over my science 
class. So, in a situation like that, she was a prostitute. They all 
were. I think the issues were so important, and money didn't have 
any part in it, but I'm in debt because of the strike •••• Sure, I've 
mellowed. You forget. Well, you don't forget, but you don't give up 
talking to somebody forever. But I get bitter when I look back. 

Of his fellow strikers, he said, "I think all fellow faculty members 

are closer, that is, those who struck. You just feel close to them. In fact, 

I gained some new friends. " 

Respondent June Davidson gave this appraisal of the Verde board's 

action to attract "scab" substitutes: 

That was a bad thing for the school board to do, this business of hiring 
strike substitutes at $55 a day, when your regular substitutes get but 
$25. I think you probably know of the young girl, a high school student, 
who went down and taught a class, taught all day at an elementary 
school. • . . But in a sense, it was the best thing the district could 
have done because it solidified the teachers, and it garnered more sup
port for the striking teachers from the parents. It was to the point that 
anybody could go down and get certified. Would you like a sex pervert 
or just anyone teaching your child? 
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The disdain for the non-strikers was apparently so intense that it led 

some Verde strikers to retaliate in unusual ways. For example, one striking 

respondent told of what her teacher husband did when one Verde administrator 

arranged to transport non-strikers to school: 

My husband wired his RV with a loudspeaker. The administrator was 
running a kind of taxi service for non-striking teachers. The admini
strator picked them up at each little stop. So, my husband drove 
behind him yelling through the loudspeaker system, "So-and-so's scab 
van, picking up non-striking teachers, " to the public. The administra
tor drove as fast as he could just to get away from him. People thought 
it was remarkable that my husband had the gall to do it. 

Non-striker respondent Kay Holmes analyzed the reasons for the 

apparent camaraderie among the Verde strikers which she said the non-

strikers in the schools did not experience: 

I think that there was probably more camaraderie among those on the 
picket line. For one, they already knew each other. Inside the build
ing, there was a collection of people who had never seen one another 
before, and probably never would again. It was that kind of relation
ship. On the outSide, there were people who had known each other for 
years and would continue to know each other for years. As one non
striking teacher described it, it was almost like a camp atmosphere, 
like kids who had been to summer camp together. There was camara
derie. They were having parties and continued to do so after the strike. 
People who had been on strike were invited to the parties. It wasn't 
that well broadcast, but you knew that these things were happening. 
There was a social life that went on there that never had before, that I 
know of. So, I think there was a lot of camaraderie among the people 
who were on strike. They were all taking a very great risk. I think 
that in a situation like that, it is logical that they would get closer to 
each other. Somebody who is in the art department, for example, who 
never really had a chance to talk to somebody in the math department, 
and out there all day long in the hot sun commiserating with each other 
and getting to know each other better, it seems logical that they would 
be closer friends. 



Her greatest frustration was: 

Agonizing over the decision to go into the building, to cross the picket 
line. Nobody likes to be a bad guy in the eyes of his fellow workers. 
After the strike, the most frustrating thing was losing cordiality with 
certain members of the faculty; it does hurt. It's an awkward situa
tion. I feel no animosity for them, even if they do for me. I respect 
their decision, and I respect their right to do what they felt was right 
in that situation. I still don't feel as though I was right and they were 
wrong; I just did what I thought was right at the time. Maybe what 
they did was right, who knows? 

Discussion 
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From the foregoing teacher statements in this as well as the previous 

sections, the following brief outline appears to represent the perceived 

sequence of events that would come to have an influence on the interpersonal 

relationships of many of those in the Verde school district. 

During the previous decades, especially those of the 1950s and 1960s, 

the upward movement of students through the public school grades tended to be 

strongly linked with increasing potential for high earning power throughout the 

students' lives. The public school diploma, therefore, was valued, especially 

among the upward striving, largely white middle class. This momentum 

brought increasing numbers of individuals, including proportionately higher 

percentages from ethnic minorities to seek public school certificates until 

highly educated persons tended to glut the economic market and a given public 

school diploma became less valued. The resultant disenchantment with the 

public school system, especially among the tax-weary and expanding older 

segment of the population, created a backlash. People sympathetic to this 
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backlash tended to be elected to the nation's school boards. The Verde school 

board appeared to be a part of this process, and, as with many school boards 

across the country, decided to "crack down" on teachers. The Verde board's 

apparent attempt to arrogate decision-making power to itself involved the 

giving of certain verbal cues perceived by many of the Verde teachers as 

representing an assault on their personal dignity. 

The tension that tended to develop between the teachers and the Verde 

board is illustrated by a chronological listing of key events leading to the 

. 1 
strlke. 

April 3, 1974: NEgotiations between the VEA and the school board ended, 

for the first time, in a deadlock. The negotiations entered into 

arbitration. 

May 16, 1974: The arbitration committee suggested a salary increase of 

7. 8 percent for teachers. 

May 22, 1974: The school board offered a 6.0 percent increase to 

teachers, thereby rejecting the recommendation of the arbitration 

committee. 

June 2, 1974: The Verde Education Association files a lawsuit against the 

school district. The suit alleged that the district failed to negotiate 

in "good faith" when it failed to offer the 7. 8 percent salary increase 

to teachers as recommended by the arbitration committee. 

1This chronology is part of a forthcoming study being conducted by 
Paul Hoffman, graduate student, The University of Arizona, Department of 
Secondary Education, 1978-82. 



June 5, 1974: The school superintendent resigns from the VEA as a 

result of the lawsuit filed by the VEA against the district. 

June 27, 1974: The school district suspends the VEA's telephone privi

leges at the district's central office. 
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October 14, 1977: Lawsuit against the district was settled by visiting 

superior court Judge Robert R. Beam (Pima County) against the VEA. 

He ruled that the board was not bound by arbitration. 

October 21, 1977: The VEA threatens action including a possible strike 

against the school district if the teachers do not receive an adequate 

pay increase for the 1977-78 school year. 

December 5, 1977: The VEA protests the development of a new school 

district negotiation policy. 

January 11, 1978: The Verde board formally rescinds the ten-year-old 

negotiation policy. The VEA requests that the board extend the policy 

for one year while a new policy is developed. The board refuses to 

extend the old negotiation policy. 

February 15, 1978: The school board formally adopts (4-1 vote) a new 

negotiation policy. The new policy is unacceptable to the VEA. 

March 6, 1978: The first-round negotiations break down as the VEA feels 

that the board wishes to limit the topics of discussion. 

March 22, 1978: The VEA rejects a salary offer by the board of 4. 6 

percent. 
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Apri110, 1978: The VEA pickets the school district administrative head

quarters, employing anti-board picket signs. 

May 9, 1978: Arbitration begins between the VEA -'aDd the school district. 

May 31, 1978: Arbitration recommends a 6.5 percent salary increase 

for teachers. This was accepted by the VEA. 

June 15, 1978: The school board offers the teachers a 5.6 percent pay 

increase. This constitutes another rejection of the arbitrators. 

August 28, 1978: The VEA rejects the Verde board's offer of the 5.6 per

cent salary increase for teachers. 

September 18, 1978: The teachers begin to picket their respective 

schools. A VEA poll shows that 82 percent of the teachers would 

strike against the district. 

October 1, 1978: The VEA votes to strike against the school district, 

and the five-day strike begins the following day, Monday. 

It is noteworthy that various members of the board were reported by 

both strikers ~d non-strikers to have made comments to the media expressing 

rejection of the teachers and their association's position. For one, the com

ments of Phyllis Bradley, a board member and previous chairman, seemed 

aggressive and demeaning to many of the teacher respondents. She was quoted 

by the Tucson Daily Citizen (Apri117, 1978, p. 5A) as saying, "We gave the 

store away, and we had to take it back. " 
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The Verde teachers thus perceived a common danger, namely, the 

Verde school board and the central administration, and primarily through the 

structure of the YEA, the teachers tended to come together to meet the per-

ceived challenge. They tended to become highly supportive of one another and 

the momentum toward a teacher strike seemed to take on a life of its own. It 

would appear that without the teachers perceiving a clear and present danger, 

the closing of ranks among those tending to favor a strike action would not 

have occurred. 

The concept that individuals will take perceived risks and undergo 

stress to defend their self-concepts appears to be supported by the teacher 

statements in this study. Moreover, certain questions of ethics and morality 

appear to have been raised by the teacher respondents. For example, is it 

ethical for teachers to strike under any circumstances? Does it involve a 

form of prostitution when a school board offers higher than regular pay to 

attract substitutes in order to keep classrooms open during a teacher strike? 

It would appear that the strike showdown between the Verde school officials 

and a majority of the Verde teachers has raised moral issues that perhaps 

would not have been confronted otherwise. 

The Concept of Human Dignity as 
Related to Politics and Economic Welfare 

The major premise embodied in this concept is that people who are 

treated with respect and dignity, and who come to perceive themselves as 

capable and worthwhile, tend to behave more productively. On the other hand, 
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if the type of work environment does not foster this self-actualizing process, 

people will tend to take remedial steps involving considerable non-productive 

motion. The high school teacher respondents of the Verde Unified School 

District did not appear to perceive their work environment as being positive 

and, thus, their attention seemed to have been diverted from their craft of 

teaching to that of defensive behavior. 

The Role of Politics 

The diversion of teacher energies for numerous meetings and strike 

rallies appears clearly to fall in the political sphere. Politics may be viewed 

as a system for the apportionment of power among those persons who may be 

affected by it. The high school teacher respondents seemed to perceive that 

they did not share in any of the decision-making powers affecting their liveli-

hood. Apparently, they felt that their professional needs were being ignored 

and took steps to attract public attention and to bring public opinion to bear on 

those who would deny them access to the decision-making process. Respon-

dent Brad Fowler'S comments tended to typify the respondents' feelings in 

this regard: 

We worked for 25 years to get a negotiating policy, and suddenly the 
school board members say that they rescind it. They held open meet
ings, and they listened to teachers, and then they say, ''We rescind 
it. The only things we are going to negotiate are salary and benefits. " 
The board members had made up their minds before this as to what 
they were going to do. The salary issue, of course, was important 
to everyone with inflation and all, but the board members could have 
averted the strike by saying, "Let's sit down and talk." I honestly 
couldn't believe that they would let that many people go out on strike 



when they wouldn't have had to come up with one damn cent. All they 
would have had to do was talk. It was just the board's poor attitude. 
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As to the charge that striking teachers broke their contracts with the 

district, Fowler said this: 

I felt that the board members insulted the intelligence of the teachers. 
To say that here we've had a pretty good working agreement for, in 
my case, 23 years, and then say we won't even listen, we've changed 
the rules is obviously inconsistent. Even though the board had changed 
the rules, you had many people saying, "But you signed the contract. " 
Yes, but did you ever look at that contract? It was the most open-ended 
contract you ever saw. You didn't have to worry about that contract 
because it was open-ended. We were still negotiating. Negotiations 
broke down and so you weren't breaking the contract by striking. I 
took it to a lawyer friend, and he said that it was just an agreement 
that you were going to work for so much, but you're going to negotiate 
for more. There isn't a court in the world that would hold this contract 
up against teachers. 

Respondent Laura Jones also expressed fz:ustration over the Verde 

school board's apparent refusal to talk, saying, "There was in the Verde 

central administration a power structure that was linked with the board that 

had become impervious to outside influences. These people were no longer 

concerned, they looked down on teachers, they were doing things without any 

consideration for the teachers or for the students. I felt a complete loss of 

dignity. This loss had been a gradual thing, not something that happened a 

week before the strike. " 

In this connection, she recalled an incident that occurred six or seven 

years before the strike: 

I was in a university class and a man who had just been promoted to 
one of the assistant superintendent positions in the Verde district 
spoke. The class was having a panel discussion and he said, ''When 
you hear teachers talk about wanting smaller class sizes, that's 



baloney. All teachers want is more money for less work." [This 
panel member] was also a Verde district negotiator, and his attitude 
was, "Look, we can get plenty of you [teachers], so either take what 
you get or lump it. " 

Along the same line, respondent Thomas Melville reported the 

following: 

Along with teaching, I'm also a coach, and in the years preceding the 
strike the district made cuts to save money. Athletics were hit very 
badly. The coaches put in lots of extra time. We went out to the 
public and we had fund-raising drives. We raised a great deal of 
money. We had meetings with people all over the district. The dis
trict was-they just didn't care! They just did not care. For example, 
we pointed out that we could keep all the sophomore level athletics 
going in the district, but the district cut them out even though we 
showed that we could keep them going for about $40,000 for the entire 
city of Verde. Forty thousand dollars in a season is nothing. We 
were told that there just was no possible way that $40,000 could be 
found, even though we raised it ourselves. They were unwilling to 
let us spend the money we raised. At the same time they were 
increasing the number of what I consider superfluous positions, assis
tant coordinators, assistant superintendents, etc. We had at that time 
a large number of people whose jobs were not essential who were earn
ing over $40,000 per year. At that time, we felt that the district was 
saying to us that anyone of these positions was more important to 
them than the entire athletic program for the city of Verde. Service 
to the students was second to perpetuating some form of administrative 
hierarchy. 

The Role of Economics 
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The teacher respondents in this study did not perceive salary as the 

major issue of the Verde strike. Interestingly, not one teacher respondent 

reported that he expected to become even moderately well off on a teacher's 

salary. Most of the respondents seemed to express the expectation that a 

comparatively high salary level was not, nor would become, the lot of a 

teacher'S life. While a number of the teacher respondents reported having 
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difficulties keeping abreast of inflation and adequately supporting a family on 

a teacher's salary, economic frustration seemed to largely stem from com-

parisons the respondents made between their salaries and those of upper-level 

administrators who were perceived as drawing more money from the public 

till as their distance from the classroom increased. Respondent Thomas 

Melville touched on this subject at some length, saying, "The area coordina-

tors, for example, are absolutely non-functional. They don't touch the class-

room, they don't have anything to do with us. They don't help us one iota, and 

they hinder us a lot. " 

Melville recounted the ways teachers were hindered: 

You're hindered by all the things you have to do, paperwork and the 
many meetings you are required to attend. Nothing is ever accom
plished by this. Then, too, in the central staff, there are whole staff 
development departments that are quite large and quite expensive and 
the district is not recruiting staff, it is losing staff. But we have not 
lost the hierarchy that recruits staff. The district has research assis
tants, quite a large number of them. They are people with many degrees, 
and decent people, but they don't do anything that affects the classroom. 
The point is that when it comes down to a moment of truth, what do you 
eliminate? Do you eliminate the things that touch kids? Or do you 
eliminate what teachers consider to be frills? We consider the frills 
to be the people who are not in the classroom. We need a certain degree 
of administrative bureaucracy, but you don't need much •••• The 
person making the decisions is always concerned with maintaining his 
position. That's the only consideration. 

Verde administrators were sometimes perceived as allowing other 

wasteful practices to go on. Respondent Frank Colder spoke of what he had 

observed in one Verde district high school: 

Vandalism •••• One group of students tore a water cooler out of the 
wall. Then, they flooded the hall with water. The administration 
didn't do anything to the kids responsible. Also, some kids broke 



into the weight room on at least three occasions and stole weights. 
The administration found out who it was and did nothing about it. 
By the end of the school year, the kids were even tearing toilets out 
of the floor. Now, I ask you, is this kind of waste necessary? 

Another question of waste centered on the comparatively high pay 

received by the Verde board's negotiator Jacob Friedman which, in fact, 

seemed to be a particular irritant to many of the teacher respondents. The 

following statement by respondent Annette Rondo tends to characterize this 

sentiment: 

I resent the board's decision to use him at my expense. Let's fa.ce it, 
I am a taxpayer of the district as well as a teacher employed by the 
district. One would think that within the district, considering its vast 
resources, the board members would have had people capable of nego
tiating for them, and Friedman had, from the information I could get, 
no history of being conciliatory, and I didn't feel that we needed some
body to make things worse •••• And it occurred to me that he was 
making a lot of money. 

The apparent tendency of teachers to compare their salaries with 
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those around them took an unusual twist as respondent Margaret Spring related: 

I was one of those people who said just before the strike that when it 
was over, strikers and non-strikers would sit down and eat together 
the way they did before. You like to feel that you're above holding ill 
feelings, but it's very difficult not to do it. For example, the first 
paycheck after the strike: the strikers got teeny little paychecks, and 
some of the non-strikers who had taught extra classes were given extra 
pay. I would say that was a pretty tough time. To hear people who 
didn't strike complain about their salaries didn't go over very well. 

While teachers may have been taking note of the amounts of their pay-

checks, some became aware of the Verde district's relatively large settlement 

with Superintendent Lipson to break its contractual obligation with him. The 

amount of this settlement was viewed critically by several of the teacher 

respondents. This is how respondent Ronald Rich viewed it: "For the Verde 
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board to have to pay him something like $40, 000 just to get rid of him is 

pretty incredible. That shows that there was a lot of pressure to get rid of 

somebody when you have to give him money to not do something. " 

Interestingly, non-striker respondent Beatrice Farmer said this: 

I have discouraged both my children from going into education because 
of the salary. My daughter loves children, too, and she worked a lot 
with me on student drill teams. This is her interest. But my son 
wouldn't think of going into education. Salary is important, you have 
to make a living, and for a male-I think it's a crime that they expect 
the teachers to get by on what they pay them in this district. 

Discussion 

The cause of the teacher strike in the Verde Unified School District 

appeared to have had more of a political foundation than an economic one. The 

high school teacher respondents apparently felt that if they had continued to 

quietly go about their business in the classroom, the Verde school board and 

central administration would have continued to alternately insult and ignore 

them. Thus, the Verde strike appears to have represented a teacher revolt, 

a way of gaining public attention for increased participation by teachers in the 

district's decision-making process. 

On the economic level, the respondents appeared to have been most 

interested in keeping abreast of their bills from pay period to pay period. The 

respondents did not appear to hold any expectation that their economic status 

would significantly improve. Although salary level did not appear to be the 

major issue of the Verde strike, the economic factor did seem to add to the 



feeling among the respondents that not too many people cared what happened 

to them or to their classrooms. 

The Concept of Self-Maintenance 
of an Organization or System 
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oVer time, political units have become increasingly impersonal and 

complex, and persons subject to them have tended to form subgroups or 

organizations to help further certain of their interests (Combs, Richards, and 

Richards 1976, p. 344). In turn, organizations once established tend to main-

tai.n and protect themselves. Correspondingly, the leadership and others 

closely identified with the VEA appeared to have had as a central interest the 

preservation and enhancement of the teachers' organization. 

While an association may take on a life of its own and become less 

responsive to membership needs, the circumstances surrounding the Verde 

strike seemed to have caused the reverse to occur. The VEA was threatened 

because negotiations had completely broken down between it and the district 

and the VEA leadership retaliated by urging its members to strike. Similarly, 

VEA members as well as others tended to perceive themselves as being under 

personal attack and felt the need to fight back. Thus, there developed, 

especially between VEA leaders and the membership, a unity of purpose and 

mutual support. 
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The Support Process 

To be mutually supportive, individuals must perceive a common 

ground. Through language and deed, the Verde school board and central 

administration seemed to have made themselves a clear target of widespread 

teacher reaction. The Verde teachers thus had something in common, a 

sharply focused desire to retaliate. Once in motion, the process of retaliation 

tended to relieve the participants of frustration and to foster an esprit de 

corps. In this regard, respondent Susan Franklin reported, "I got real excited. 

There was this kind of feeling, I've had this happen before when I've been in~ 

volved in demonstrations and things, there's this kind of-it's not unpleasant, 

though, I wouldn't call it stress-there's this rush of intense feeling that comes 

with group actions like this. It's unlike anything else you could ever 

experience. " 

The process of mutual support seemed especially evident on the 

picket line. For example, respondent Annette Rondo reported, "I felt that the 

people on my picket line were supportive of each other, considerate of each 

other, considerate of each other's personal comfort, and there was a lot of 

that: 'Here's my chair, why don't you sit for a while and I'll walk,' or, 'I'll 

be back with something cold to drink.' Also Dunkin' Donuts sent the teachers a 

bushel of donuts. " 

In regard to her feelings toward the teachers' association, she said, 

"I felt a loyalty to the association because it was helpful to me when I had to 

move from my former district. When I changed jobs to come to Verde, I had 
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counsel and support from the state association. So, I knew that those in the 

organization who helped me were people of integrity and high caliber and 

pretty, much, I guess, that I could trust what they told me. " 

While the teacher respondents tended to view the teachers' associa-

tion as generally trustworthy, they tended to view the information disseminated 

by the Verde board and central administration as often inaccurate. In this 

regard, Margaret Spring reported that: 

[The Verde school officials] manipulated issues, they manipUlated 
figures. On the one hand, they would announce to the public that the 
classrooms were not overcrowded because they could point out that 
there was a student-teacher ratio of-I've forgotten what it was, but 
a much smaller number than what I had in my classroom. For 
example, I had 36 student in some of my classes. And, then, at 
about the time the negotiations were over, SUperintendent Lipson did 
announce that actually they hadn't completed the survey that the dis
trict was doing on the class size, and, yet, he had already announced 
two weeks before that the survey was completed and these were the 
results. They continually did that; they were always manipulating. 

Many respondents said that during the strike the Verde district 

reported to the media that a large number of students were in class and that 

the quality of education was little affected by the strike. Both non-strikers 

and strikers in this study seemed to have perceived the opposite as being true. 

Respondent Bryon Landon said, "The district people lied like hell. I don't 

think they even faced the truth. Their policy was to lie. They said everything 

was o. K. , that things were proceeding normally, that the kids were getting 

positive educational experiences. " 



Respondent Clara Countryman viewed the situation this way: 

One of the things that showed parent support was that we had very, 
very few students coming to school during the strike. We had maybe 
60 kids out of 2,000 attending class the first day of the strike. This 
continued all week [during the strike]. The district will tell you 
higher amounts, but you could see who was going in and who was 
coming out. They counted the same kids two or three times. Some 
of the kids got on the picket line with us. 

Non-striker Max Bemer reported that about 10 or 20 percent of the 

students at his school attended classes during the strike. He continued, "Of 
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course, I think the striking teachers had something to do with that; they were 

out there really giving the kids a hard time .••• I sent my son to school, but 

he went out there on the picket line carrying those damn signs. One of the 

teachers had talked him into it. " 

In Retrospect-After the Strike 

The high school teacher respondents had seemed eager to recount 

their shared experience, the strike, but had seemed somewhat less certain in 

contemplating the course they might follow in the days ahead. Man's long 

struggle for survival appears to have predisposed him to be essentially a 

responder to the ebbs and flows of circumstance. The participants in this 

study appeared to have found that responding to the circumstances at hand was 

easier than constructing long-ranged plans. The rapid unfolding of events in 

the Verde Unified School DiEtrict seemed to quite clearly dictate collective 

action and that is what was seen in the form of a strike. The tendency to func-

tion in the here and now was touched upon by non-striker respondent Kay 
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Holmes: "I saw the pressure for a strike, the push, the tremendous go, 'Now, 

do it now, we're strong now, we'll never be this strong again, do it now, now 

now. Don't stop and wait and see how you're going to feel tomorrow. ' " 

That teachers were likely to go along with the prevailing influences 

was a view held by a number of the respondents. Gladys Baum noted, "Teach

ers are passive sorts and they don't tend to get up in arms about things until 

they have really been pushed. They may grumble and gripe a bit, but they're 

not likely to get into something like a strike unless they are pushed beyond a 

reasonable limit. " 

Even during the strike, she noted, teachers tended to be responders. 

She concluded, "I think that is where the education association was helpful in 

terms of at least getting some people here who have organized and can tell the 

teachers the things that need to be done. " 

Although the trigger of the strike appeared to have been the insults 

widely perceived by the respondents as emanating from the Verde board and 

central administration, respondent comments also suggest that the strike was 

part of an underlying move among teachers toward self-actualization and 

democracy in the work place. Strikers and non-strikers alike, generally held 

the view that collective bargaining should be continued in Verde, and perhaps 

expanded. In fact, several respondents suggested that a system of formal 

negotiations between the Verde board and district teachers "was the only way 

to go." In this regard, the comments of non-striker respondent Kay Holmes 

seemed to represent the thoughts of many of the participants in this study: 



I don't think any of the teachers really wanted to strike. If they felt 
there was any way that they could make themselves heard without 
striking, I don't think they would strike. If it gets to the point where 
salary is the main issue and they are asking for a 15 percent raise 
and the school board is willing to give seven percent, and they put in 
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a system where a three-man panel discusses it and comes up with a 
figure of 9. 2 percent or something like that, I think the teachers would 
be willing to go along with it because they would feel as though they had 
some input and that there has been a fair system set up., They may not 
get all they need or want, but at least they would feel that they have been 
heard and that there has been a fair system established. It seemed to 
them that the school board was just saying, ''We're going to tell you what 
we're going to do, we're not going to ask you any more." You can't 
deal with people like that-not with thinking people, anyway. 

That the Verde teachers might respond favorably to acts of civility is 

pointed up by the behavior of one high school principal which apparently left a 

lasting impression, especially on those teachers who picketed outside the 

principal's building. Respondent June Davidson explained why: "It was payday 

on Friday of the strike week. A lot of principals did not make themselves 

available, you had to go into the building to get your check. But our principal 

came out to hand us our checks, not once, but maybe ten times during the day. 

I admired him for that, as did others. " 

Discussion 

It appears that the interests of both the VEA leadership and the 

majority of teachers were served by the Verde strike. Both groups had per-

ceived threats emanating from the Verde school board and central administra-

tion. There thus developed among certain teachers a process of mutual sup-

port which seemed to have relieved frustration and fostered esprit de corps. 
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There was evidence to suggest that there was an underlying long-term 

move toward self-actualization and democracy among the Verde teachers. This 

was shown by an almost universally expressed desire by the respondents in 

this study for continuation and/or expansion of the negotiations process in the 

Verde District. 

SUmmary 

While the high school teacher respondents tended to view themselves 

and their work as worthy of respect, they perceived their work environment as 

largely unsupportive. The respondents seemed to feel, mostly from the per

ceived tone of the communications they received, a certain controlled hostility 

emanating from the Verde board and central administration. Thus, many of 

the teachers were put in a mood to revolt. The leadership of the Verde 

Education Association, at the same time, also felt threatened because of the 

Verde board's decision to limit the scope of contract negotiations. The stage 

was thus set for both a majority of Verde teachers and the VEA leadership to 

develop a sharply focused desire to retaliate. 

The cause of the teacher strike appeared to have had more of a politi

cal foundation than an economic one. The respondents apparently felt that if 

they had continued to quietly go about their business in the classroom, the 

Verde board and central administration would, as the respondents perceived it, 

have continued to alternately insult and ignore them. Therefore, the Verde 

strike appears to have represented a teacher revolt, a way of gaining public 



attention for increased participation by teachers in the district's decision

making process. 
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The complex interdependence among people in today's world may have 

been an indirect cause of the strike. The wherewithal to anticipate and fore

stall trouble undoubtedly had survival value in simpler primitive times. No 

doubt this ability still has survival value. However, the complexity of our 

modern culture and its greatly expanded interdependence may make a poten

tially adverse situation more difficult for people to "see, " and result in an 

unexpected interpersonal conflict. More than one respondent reported that the 

Verde school board did not anticipate a teacher revolt. Similarly, many 

teacher respondents said that they themselves were surprised when a majority 

of Verde teachers elected to go out on strike. 

The deepest schism between the participants in this study involved the 

question of whether or not the Verde teachers were justified in striking. It 

would appear that most of the high school teacher respondents in so many 

words answered this question affirmatively. 

The teacher respondents in this study may be divided into three cate

gories: (1) those whose general view of things conformed to the idea of 

striking, given the circumstances the respondents found themselves in during 

the Verde strike period; (2) those whose world views decidedly went counter 

to the notion of striking; and (3) those who were not strongly inclined one way 

or the other. The VEA appeared to have "won" in the sense that it succeeded 

in winning over many of the lukewarm teachers to its cause of shared power 
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through continued negotiations. The Verde board and central administration 

may have actually helped in this process by creating a work environment that 

many teachers perceived as intolerable, thus tending to put the teachers in a 

mood to revolt in favor of the VEA. 



CHAPTER 6 

PERCEPTUAL FIELDS CONSIDERED 

This chapter presents an examination of the perceptual field and its 

fimction in the decision-making process. This subject relates to a suggestion 

made previously that many or most of the Verde teachers were uncertain as to 

what course to follow and relied heavily on certain others to interpret strike 

related events. This probe explores the social-psychological processes in

volved in decision-making and includes an analysis of how changes may occur 

in a person's world view and, thus, in his behavior. The narratives of two 

more or less representative participants, with one account touching on the 

classroom, serve to explore possible reasons for subtle shifts in perception 

which appear linked to significant behavioral change. A perceptual schema 

also is presented to illustrate how productive interpersonal relationships may 

be established. 

Background 

It was suggested in Chapter 5 that the high school teacher respon

dents could be divided into three categories: (1) those whose general view of 

things conformed to the idea of striking, given the circumstances that sur

rounded the Verde strike period; (2) those whose world view was decidedly 

counter to the notion of striking; and (3) those who tended to view their pros

pective role in any strike action with uncertainty and confusion. 
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It was further suggested in Chapter 5 that the leaders among both 

strikers and non-strikers tended to fit strike-related events into a larger pic

ture having a certain historical perspective. Correspondingly, those whose 

world view did not strongly incline them either to strike or not to strike seemed 

to have relied importantly on others to put strike events into some sort of con

ceptual order. It was thus suggested that if someone proposes a point of view 

that tends to bring conceptual order out of seeming chaos, confused individuals 

may be greatly swayed to adopt that point of view. 

The organization and richness of the perceptual field tends to deter

mine what a person "sees" by enabling him to ascribe meaning to things and events. 

Significantly, just as a person may not be conscious of his ocular functioning, he 

is not ordinarily aware of his perceptual mechanism. Instead, in both sight and 

perception, a person tends to principally attend to whatever it is he "sees out 

there" and not to the internal workings of the mechanism involved. 

Although a person conceivably could be genetically predisposed to per

ceive things in certain ways and to behave accordingly, the immediate environment 

appears to have an overriding influence on whatever predispositions may exist. By 

shaping one I s experience, the environment appears to contribute to the organization 

and enrichment of the perceptual field. Man I s unique plasticity allows him to both 

initiate and accommodate to change and appears to have enabled him to create a 

world largely of his own making-one in which change itselfis a dominant feature. 

However fast the world may be changing, an indi vidual, neverthe les s, 

seems not only predisposed to create his own image of the world, but to create one 
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which is holistic, wherein everything has a place. It would appear that if an indi

vidual does not have a world view that can give adequate meaning to a given situation, 

especially one involving confrontation, that person may feel a void and thus tend to 

gravitate toward an external viewpoint that just happens to be at hand. Thus, be

cause aperson is not always aware ofthe perceptual underpinning involved in deci

sion making, he might easily drift into trouble. The need for a person to gain relief 

from the uncertainty and bewilderment of not being able to fit certain events into an 

integrated picture may cause him to override other considerations, including a de

termination of whether or not a given external viewpoint is actually one that will 

likely serve his long-term interests. 

It was suggested in Chapter 1 that the social-psychological processes 

involved in strikes need to be examined if such social dislocations are to be 

averted or, at a minimum, understood in terms of the behavioral dynamics in

volved. It was also suggested that insights derived from such examinations 

may enable the development of analytic tools and constructs applicable to 

broader concerns, including improved approaches to classroom instruction. 

Thus, it was said that this study was designed to probe deeply so as to likely 

produce insights which could be used to further productive relationships among 

all school people. 

Interestingly, one study participant reported uncovering a "sur

prising" link between the perceptions certain of her students chose to adopt 

and their classroom performance. During her participation in this study's 

field test, high school teacher and striker Doris Pickford recounted a number 
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of classroom "discoveries" dealing with the critical function of the perceptual 

field in shaping behavior. 

The classroom narrative to follow is suggestive of a method for 

understanding the behavioral dynamics behind this strike and similar disloca-

tions, and of how more productive relationships may be established. 

Classroom Narrative 

Doris Pickford related the following: 

During a discussion of a writing assignment on crime and its preven
tion, I asked my class of basic English students what they would do ifthey 
had something valuable stolen. To my surprise, not one student in 
that class said that he would tell the authorities. Instead, several 
students said that they would assemble a gang, find the culprit, or actu
ally, the likely culprit, and beat him up. Several others came up 
with the idea that if you are ripped off, you, in turn, rip somebody 
else off, suggesting that all concerned should be satisfied because 
there would be no losers. 

When I brought up the role of the authorities, some of the students 
became agitated, and insisted that adults were helpless to do anything, 
and that they wouldn't care anyway because they weren't the ones who 
were ripped off. Then I had some other students chime in and say, 
"Yeah, everyone looks out for number one." When I took this class, 
I was told that many of these students had been in trouble around 
school, and I soon discovered that they were a handful. 

Doris Pickford described the typical student in this class as rest-

less and as "going in all directions at once." She said that she had reached a 

point where she "dropped everything" and started talking to the students about 

personal standards, and the likely outcomes of certain behaviors. She 

continued: 

Actually, what I tried to do was to paint a realistic picture of the world 
and their place in it. I tried to explain the need for trust and honesty 
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in dealing with others, and that each person needed to decide what kind 
of person he wanted to be, and not be impressed with what other people 
might do. I found that most of the students actually wanted to discuss 
why they do things and the consequences of their behavior. They were 
actually eager to talk about morals and values. Some of them were 
like sponges-they couldn't get enough •••• 

I guess what I did was give them a value framework. Furthermore, I 
described to them how I would like to see them treat one another in 
class, to say "Thank you" when offered help by someone, and to quietly 
help someone else without having to be told. The students were en
couraged to move quietly about the classroom as necessary. I told 
them that I did not want to be a boss, that I would explain things and 
give them the professional help they needed, but that they should other
wise direct themselves. I drew a verbal picture detailing the way the 
class could be run from day to day. 

I reinforced the "picture" sometimes daily, and established a grading 
system that took into account how well the students fulfilled the class
room expectations. They were given credit for helping others, for 
thinking through tough problems, and so on. I varied the work from 
day to day and gave the students some leeway to make choices regard
ing what they could work on at any given time. The big surprise was 
that the quality of their work improved even though I did not stress 
the value of English, and even though I spent a lot of time establishing 
and reinforcing the classroom expectations. The class became a warm 
place, and the students seemed to be more at peace with themselves. 

There were, however, some students who resisted me all through the 
school year, but they were simply outnumbered. I think that, had I 
started the school year by acting as though I were boss, and tried to 
force English instruction on them without creating some sort of posi
tive setting, it would have backfired. 

It appears noteworthy that some of Pickford's basic English students 

did not seem to settle into the classroom environment. Their early life 

experiences may have been consistent insofar as internalizing a world view 

that was contrary to the values established by the teacher. These stUdents, 

then, might not be inclined to change their outlook. This type of resistance 

to change probably has been found to have survival value. Thus, if a person 
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is reared in an early life framework of high consistency, it is possible that 

such a direction has proven at least locally successful. 

On the other hand, if one is reared in an uncertain social environ-

ment, no solid world view appears likely to be established. This, too, may 

have had survival value in certain settings as it might enable an individual to 

be flexible. One, it could be speculated, would thus be better able to adopt 

external viewpoints as circumstantial changes dictate. This condition appears 

to have obtained with the majority of students in Doris Pickford's English 

class. They seemed quite able to adopt the "picture" or frame of reference 

she put before them. 

It appears that man may be the only species capable of shifting his 

perceptual framework to shape his own behavior. This distinctly human poten-

tial is further illustrated by the personal narrative of another study participant, 

Ronda Bisbee, who described herself as "kind of anti-strike, " but who slowly 

moved toward an active strike position. 

Personal Narrative 

Ronda Bisbee began her narrative thus: 

I'm a conservative Republican. When the prospect of a strike was 
discussed in the spring of 1978, I did not think I would do it. In fact, 
I was sure I would not do it because I'm really against the idea of 
striking, not just for teachers, but for anybody. I don't think it's 
the best thing to do. Besides, I really had no gripes. I think I'm 
very well paid because I've been in the Verde district so long that 
I'm at the top of the pay scale. • • . Then, too, my salary wasn't 
important because of my husband's situation. I really teach because 
I like kids. I like seeing them and being with them. I don't have to 



teach; I could just stay home, except that I would go crazy. So, 
whether or r.ot I got a paycheck didn't matter that much. 
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Ronda Bisbee seemed to have manifested certain personal and pro-

fessional characteristics more often found among the non-striker respondents 

than among the strikers. As an instance, she tended to view her teaching 

role as not necessarily a life-long career. She said, "If I had some principal 

who gave me a lot of hassle, I would quit in a minute." Moreover, she did 

not seem to identify with teachers as a group as did many of those who were 

resolutely pro-strike. She said, for example: 

I never go to the teachers' lounge. First of all, I don't smoke and 
it's always smoky in there and I don't like that, and second, I always 
find that everybody wants to complain and bitch. I don't want to do 
that. If I have a real complaint, I go to the principal and tell him, 
and I get it resolved one way or the other. I don't like to sit and 
complain with fellow teachers, so I avoid the lounge like the plague. 
I keep apart. I go to school, I teach my classes, and I stay in my 
room during the planning period. At lunch time, I eat in the depart
ment area with another teacher there because it's easy to do. On 
Fridays, we go out for lunch. We don't even go to the faculty cafe
teria, except maybe 3 or 4 times during the year. And when school 
is out, I split. 

Even in those cases wh~re she appeared sympathetic toward 

teachers, her observations seemed to reveal an "outsider looking in" tendency. 

She analyzed teachers and their situation this way: 

I really feel sorry for the teachers because it is a bad situation. 
There are so many who hate teaching, but it's the only occupation 
they are trained for and they don't have the self-confidence to go 
out and try something else. Because they hate teaching, they come 
to hate themselves. If they have a family to support, they can't 
just quit and go back to school and try something else, and so the 
kids suffer in the long run. I think the school board is aware of 
this situation. The waste of money in the district is phenomenal. 
If the newspapers ever went in and did an in-depth study of what is 



happening with our tax money, they would be appalled. I can't even 
tell you! The money is going in the wrong places. If the authorities 
would take some of the money and pay good teachers decent salaries 
so that they could afford to stay in and be good, professional teach
ers, the schools would be so much better off. 

Right now, we have a lot of people who are going into teaching be
cause they can't do anything else, and because of tenure, once you're 
in it, you're almost set for life whether you do anything or not. And 
there are some very good teachers who are leaving. We have had 
more people leaving this year, I mean really good qualified people at 
Verde High who have said, "Hey, I can't take this anymore, I can't 
live on this, I can't raise a family on this, and I'm not going to take 
all this b. s." And they're getting out and they're doing all kinds of 
things; they're selling refrigerators, they're doing anything just to 
get into something besides teaching. But they've also lost their self
respect largely because of the mishandling of things by the school 
board. It's a bad situation. 
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As was more characteristic of the non-striking respondents than the 

strikers, Ronda Bisbee seemed somewhat sympathetic toward certain members 

. of the Verde board and central administration. Board member Phyllis 

Bradley, for example, was generally viewed by the strikers as decidedly anti-

teacher, yet Bisbee spoke of her this way: 

I think Phyllis Bradley just assumed too much responsibility. I don't 
think Phyllis is a bad person. I think that she just got a little taken 
by all her power and authority, and kind of overstepped her bounds a 
little bit. I think she, in collaboration with Superintendent Lipson, 
decided that they were going to do too much, make too many changes, 
try too many things. I think that she probably meant well and was 
trying to do a very good job, but she just lost sight of the situation. 

Interestingly, Bisbee reported having had a social gathering at her 

home two days before the strike which included three Verde administrators. 

Although Ronda Bisbee seemed to have had a number of characteris-

tics associated with the non-striker respondents, she did strike. In fact, she 
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reported becoming an outspoken strike supporter who, during the strike 

itself, picketed outside her school. She appeared to have had a shift in per

ception, and, in this regard, there seemed to be a significant parallel between 

Ronda Bisbee's narrative and that of Doris Pickford's classroom experience. 

The students in Doris Pickford's English class evidently were moved 

by this teacher's sensitivity and ingratiating personality. The adolescent's 

natural desire for independence was brought into play by her encouraging the 

students to be self-directing to an extent within the classroom. 

The students were given a detailed "picture" of classroom expecta

tions, but the trust the teacher manifested, and the responsibility she placed 

on these students tended to move them in a direction she favored. It would 

appear that the Verde school authorities in their leadership role with teachers 

did just the opposite. The employment conditions created by the Verde board 

and central administration were generally perceived by the teachers as show

ing a lack of trust in their professionalism and their decision-making ability. 

When the Verde board altered the negotiations agreement that it had with the 

VEA, the teachers apparently came to increasingly feel that they were being 

unduly controlled. As a result of this action, the communications originating 

from the board regarding the teachers were often interpreted by the teachers 

as insulting. Ronda Bisbee, along with the majority of her teacher colleagues, 

apparently felt a need to react, and seemed to have quite readily accepted the 

more or less prepackaged course of action outlined by the VEA leadership. 
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In the classroom narrative, Doris Pickford reported that a few stu-

dents tended to resist her efforts throughout the school year. Why, then, did 

Ronda Bisbee finally accept the VEA position when she seemed to display so 

many characteristics that tended to be associated with a non-striker? Like 

the typical member of Doris Pickford's English class, Ronda Bisbee appears 

to have been relatively neutral. As Bisbee reported, she was only "kind of 

anti-strike." She appears to have recognized her more or less neutral posture 

in a comparison she made between herself and a close friend. She reported 

that a "very close" teacher friend at another high school was "unyieldingly 

anti-strike, " and had "refused to go out for anything." Thus, it would appear 

that Ronda Bisbee, in contrast, was ·one of a large number of persons whose 

world views did not strongly incline them either to stri.ke or not to strike. 

Ronda Bisbee described at some length the sequence of events that 

appeared to have altered her perceptual field and put her on the strike picket 

line. She began her explanation as follows: 

At one time we all worked together in the Verde District, the district 
administrators, the teachers, the parents, everyone. It was a real 
cooperative "let's sit down and work it out together" atmosphere until 
Superintendent Lipson arrived. Lipson was an outsider, and he came 
in and he started making a lot of changes and a lot of rules. He was 
going to be the boss, and I think that is what caused teachers to stand 
up and say, "Hey, no you're not." I think that's what really did it. It 
was a power play. • • • 

Still, for me, supporting a strike was a slow, gradual decision. It 
was something I didn't think I would ever do, and then all of the events 
unfolded. • • and it was the personal insult thing. I like to be able to 
say I'm a teacher and feel good about saying it •••. 
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The district kept putting us off. A 11 the negotiations were supposed to 
be done in the spring. It's usually done in a month's time, everything 
is signed and sealed and it's over. That's the way it is supposed to be. 
But, in 1978, they kept putting us off and putting us off. They would 
never settle anything. It was just evasion, they would evade the 
issues •••• 

For example, I understand that they don't have any money, except one 
thing I don't understand about the board is, every time they got into a 
pinch, they said, "Oh, look! Here's two million dollars we didn't 
know we had, " which I think is just asinine. How could anybody run a 
school system like that? 

At that mass meeting the VEA had Sunday afternoon, I became very 
impressed with the VEA president. I thought she really seemed to 
know what she was doing. I have not had a great deal of confidence 
in the VEA or any teacher:'s group. I find that often teachers are too 
wishy-washy. They don't take a position and stick to it. I didn't find 
the VEA president like that. I thought that she knew where she was 
going, and that she had a plan on how she was going to get there, and 
I was willing to go with her. • • • 

Like a number of students in Doris Pickford's English class, Ronda 

Bisbee apparently was carried along with the group. Once a person experi-

ences a perceptual shift, it may be reinforced through the dynamics of the 

group, as Bisbee's final words suggest: 

Then, there was the general momentum of the whole movement. You 
really can't know the feeling, know the impact, until you actually par
ticipate in it yourself. The group movement, the feelings of the group, 
the strength of the group, you don't feel that at all in your individual 
classrooms. You belong to these organizations and you don't know how 
much power you've got to wield until you unite and work in that way. 
So it was a learning experience, and a good experience. I'm glad that 
I did it, but I hope I don't ever have to do it again. 



CHAPTER 7 

SUMMARY, COMMENTS,- AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This study sought to identify discernible patterns in perceptions and 

social-psychological processes among certain high school teachers who experi

enced a teacher strike. The study was designed to foster insights which could 

be used to further productive relationships among all school people. This 

chapter, then, besides summarizing the findings, offers conclusions and 

recommendations designed to improve interpersonal relationships. 

Summary 

This study probed certain social and psychological aspects of the 

1978 teacher strike in the Verde Unified School District, Verde, Arizona. An 

attitude-behavior interview schedule was used to elicit responses from 41 

systematically chosen high school teachers to yield both quantitative and quali

tative data. The theoretical framework for this investigation was developed 

from concepts of perceptual psychology. The data was then compiled, 

analyzed, and reported in accordance to the theoretical framework. 

The quantitative data compiled in Chapter 4 suggests that the high 

school teacher respondents generally felt that their dignity was threatened by 

certain perceived actions of the Verde school board and central administration. 

The data also suggests that many respondents perceived themselves as most 
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influenced by the teachers' association and close-by colleagues within their 

respective schools in reaching a decision to strike or not to strike. 
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The major issues of the strike, as reported especially by the 

strikers, were: (1) "Challenge to personal dignity"; and (2) "Loss of estab

lished negotiating policy." Both the strikers and non-strikers tended to report 

that the strike resulted from "the way the board and the district's central 

administration handled the issues. " 

The qualitative data of Chapter 5 indicates that the personal rela

tionships among the striking teachers in their respective buildings were in

creasingly positive and unified in a spirit of camaraderie. Among the non

strikers, however, there appeared to be no such sense of unity and camarade

rie. Relationships between the two groups were reported to be strained, and 

feelings of animosity toward each other developed and persisted beyond the 

strike. 

From the non-strikers' perspective, the strike seemed to be viewed 

as a power struggle between two major forces, the National Education 

Association and the National School Board Association. Both groups, never

theless, tended to view the Verde board and central administration as avoiding 

the issues and making comments which detracted from the teachers' personal 

dignity. Strikers and non-strikers seemed to perceive the cause of the strike 

to stem not so much from the issues themselves, but primarily from the way 

these issues were handled. In fact, both groups appear to have shared a 

number of viewpoints related to the strike. Since perceptual theory suggests 
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that each person tendS to create his own version of the "real world, " it would 

appear that the perceptual fields of the strikers and non-strikers overlapped 

to a considerable degree. The "real world" surrounding the strike, it seems, 

had had certain outstanding elements which left little room for variations in 

interpretation even between strikers and non-strikers. 

The cost of the strike in personal terms may be gauged by the 

stresses apparently endured by many of the respondents. For the strikers, a 

high degree of stress was reported as a result of the perceived job risk factor. 

For the non-strikers, a high degree of stress was reported resulting from the 

experience of crossing the picket line and from fractured relationships with 

fellow teachers. It would appear that the non-strikers endured a higher level 

of stress than did the strikers. 

Perhaps most significantly, the qualitative data also suggests that 

'those whose world view did not strongly incline them either to strike or not to 

strike seemed to have relied importantly on others to put strike events into 

some sort of conceptual order or larger picture. This finding appears also to 

have been supported in Chapter 6 by the narratives of two of the study partici

pants. The first, a classroom narrative describing a democratic method of in

struction, seems to have uncovered a link between perceptions certain high 

school students chose to adopt and improved student performance. The second, 

a personal narrative of a striker, illustrates the reliance on others to effect a 

gradual perceptual shift from a non-strike position to one in which the strike 

was actively supported. 
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The classroom narrative of Chapter 6 by study participant Doris 

Pickford was also of interest because it illustrated a perceptual method of 

shaping behavior. Doris Pickford created a "picture" of expectations for stu

dents of an English class and provided the students considerable freedom to 

fulfill the expectations. Her classroom approach was deemed pertinent to this 

study because it emphasized not only group objectives, but, also, the percep

tual process by which things are accomplished in a group enterprise. 

In this connection, one study finding suggests that a "we're in 

charge" attitude, perceived by a number of respondents as emerging from the 

Verde board, was an important force leading to the strike. Many of the 

teacher respondents reported that their desire to participate in the district's 

decision-making process was frustrated by the board's decision to rescind its 

negotiations policy and restrict the scope of items to be negotiated with the 

Verde Education Association. Apparently linked to this board attitude were 

certain public comments by board members regarding teachers that were 

generally perceived by the respondents as damaging to teacher self-esteem. 

Unlike the generally positive student response to democracy as reported by 

Doris Pickford in the classroom narrative in Chapter 6, the board's restric

tive action, by contrast, seemed to have alienated many of the district's 

teachers. 

The respondents thus tended to feel a need "to do something" to 

regain their self-esteem, and many respondents reported that they were 

inclined to follow the course of action outlined by the Verde Education 
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district policy was more important to them than salary matters. 
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It would appear that once the strike was underway, the strikers re

ceived considerable public support. The respondents reported that while the 

rallies and other activities tended to promote cohesiveness among strike sup

porters, walking the picket line in full view of an attentive public was per

ceived by many as engendering a special feeling of camaraderie. 

Striking respondents generally seemed proud of their strike-related 

activity. A number of respondents observed that Verde teachers would "stand 

up" and unite when the teachers clearly perceived a common threat, or when 

they perceived that a moral issue was involved. 

On the negative side, however, this pride among some strikers 

appears to have been tempered somewhat by the observation that some school 

people, including teachers, apparently yielded to strike-related pressures and 

engaged in questionable practices. In one case, a teacher was perceived as 

pretending illness in order to "safely" stay at home during the strike, and, at 

the same time, collect sick leave pay. In another instance, a supervisor was 

reported as having "strongly hinted" that especially untenured teachers who 

strike would later be given a poor classroom performance evaluation. Inter

estingly, both strikers and non-strikers pointed to certain school administra

tors who were perceived as reporting to the media inflated attendance percent

ages for students in class during the walkout. 
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The major findings of the study are summarized in that which follows: 

1. The significant issues of the strike, as reported by the high school 

teacher respondents, were: (a) challenge to personal dignity; and (b) loss of 

established negotiating policy. 

2. The respondents reported that the strike resulted from the way the 

board and district's central administration handled the issues. Many of the 

respondents reported that certain public comments by board members regard

ing teachers tended to detract from teacher self-esteem. 

3. Many respondents perceived themselves as most influenced by the 

teachers' association and nearby colleagues whom they tended to see frequently 

in reaching a decision to strike or not to strike. 

4. There appeared to be three quite distinct groupings of teachers: 

(a) those whose general outlook conformed to the notion of striking; (b) those 

whose world view was decidedly counter to the idea of striking; and (c) those 

who tended to view their respective role in any strike action with uncertainty 

and confusion. 

5. The data suggests that those whose world view did not strongly in

cline them either to strike or not to strike had to rely importantly on others to 

put strike events into some sort of conceptual order. Such persons, in the 

main, were apparently able to adopt the viewpoint proposed by the Verde 

Education Association. 
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6. The respondents reported that the personal relationships among 

striking teachers were generally positive and unified in a spirit of camarade

rie, especially on the picket line. 

7. Non-striking teachers were perceived by the respondents as dis

united and as having endured greater stress immediately before, during, and 

following the walkout than did strikers. 

8. Although the non-striker respondents tended to sympathize some

what with the Verde board and central administration, it appeared that the non

strikers and strikers shared a number of viewpoints related to the strike. Both 

groups, for example, seemed to perceive the cause of the strike to stem not so 

much from the issues themselves, but primarily from the way they were handled. 

9. Many of the teacher respondents reported that they desired to parti

cipate in the district's decision-making process, but were frustrated by the 

board's restrictive change of its negotiating agreement with the Verde 

Education Association. 

10. Many respondents reported a felt need "to do something" to relieve 

their anger, and to regain their self-esteem. Many reported that the district 

policy was more important to them than salary matters. 

11. The respondents reported that there was considerable public support 

for the strike position. 

12. Both strikers and non-strikers reported that some school people, 

including teachers, apparently yielded to strike-related pressures and engaged 

in questionable practices. In one instance, some administrators were 
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perceived by the respondents as having relayed false information to the public 

concerning the level of student attendance during the strike. 

13. The end result of the strike as perceived by the respondents who 

struck was that they had regained their self-esteem. Striking respondents 

generally seemed proud of their strike-related stands. 

Concluding Comments and Recommendations 

It would appear that had the Verde board encouraged teachers to 

participate in the district's decision-making process, and had it at the outset 

taken the time to establish rapport with teachers, the Verde strike might have 

been avoided. Interestingly, both striker respondents and non-strikers re

ported considerable public support for the strike position, once the strike was 

under way and public attention was attracted. Thus, in regard to its treatment 

of teachers, the Verde board appeared to have misjudged the public mood. 

The Verde board's apparent isolation from outside influences over several 

years' time seems to have contributed to the creation of a school environment 

that teachers generally viewed as inhospitable to their best professional func

tioning. Many teachers thus reached a point where apparently they felt that 

they "had to do something" to relieve their frustration and anger. By this 

time, any attempts by the board to be more ingratiating would probably have 

been only moderately effective in heading off some kind of group reaction such 

as a strike. 

As was indicated by the Pickford classroom narrative in Chapter 6, 

any attempts to bring members of a group into a common enterprise might 
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well be done at the first sign of social dislocation, if not before. Pickford dis

covered that a large percentage of her students appeared to have had a world 

view that did not give adequate meaning to the classroom situation. Because 

the students thus tended to drift, she developed a special relationship with her 

students, by creating a "picture" of classroom expectations and by appealing 

to their needs. As was illustrated by the narrative, ethical and productive 

interpersonal relationships appear to be fostered when the development of such 

relationships is the central aim of the leadership, and, importantly, when 

ample time is allotted to the process involved. 

In light of this, school leaders appear behooved to give ample atten

tion to the process by which things get done in a group enterprise. Just as 

care and attention to detail in legal processes appear necessary to help pro

mote a smooth-running and fair legal system, it would appear that giving due 

attention to personal matters in educational processes is necessary. This 

attention to process may help secure district harmony as well as improved 

productivity in the classroom. 

In order to move in this direction, a school board may find it neces

sary to fully explain what it hopes to accomplish, and to have teachers partici

pate in creating board-sponsored plans and objectives. The board may need to 

spend the time necessary to gain a consensus among school professionals so 

that a reasonably clear picture emerges as to what might be expected of each 

person. Both the classroom narrative of Chapter 6 and comments by respon

dents in Chapter 5 seem to suggest that the majority of teachers are capable of 



adopting a carefully prepared "picture" of the way things might be. Such a 

picture appears most likely to be accepted by teachers if it gives thoughtful 

regard to their natural need for self-maintenance and self-enhancement. 
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Just as teacher Doris Pickford emphasized, not only what was to be 

done, but, as well, how the English students might go about their daily inter

actions in the classroom, the school board could broaden this approach and 

apply it to the district. It might be remembered that each person is predis

posed to create his own image of the environment, an image which is holistic, 

wherein everything has a place. Due attention, then, to both objectives and 

how the objectives are to be accomplished through group involvement and par

ticipation, tends to utilize this natural predisposition by creating a broad 

mental picture of expectations. The school board may note that Doris Pickford 

not only gave classroom assignments, but involved the students in outlining 

just how these assignments could be accomplished with emphasis on the kinds 

and quality of personal interactions that might help in getting the work done. 

Thus, Doris Pickford's classroom "picture" was relatively complete. It pro

vided each individual with a clear idea of his place in the structure of the 

classroom and his involvement therein. 

In the same way, the VEA leadership appears to have met with 

success in outlining to teachers how they might gain relief from their job

related frustration and anger. The emphasis appears to have been on process, 

on how the teachers might cooperate toward a given goal. The teacher com

ments in Chapter 5 seem to indicate that this approach "paid off, " especially 
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on the strike picket line where unity and cooperation among picketers appeared 

especially strong. 

It would appear, then, that a school district would function best 

when there is reasonable harmony, when there is an integrated "picture" that 

lets each school person lmow where he stands and what he might expect. Thus, 

negotiations should help promote district unity. To help foster unity, agree

ment on priorities and objectives within the negotiations framework itself 

might be reached as a first step. Process, however, should not be placed in 

the background of the negotiations framework. Carefully thought out ground 

rules should be established for the bargaining sessions. Perhaps the negotia

tions should be an ongoing process so as to allow time to take care of disagree

ments before they turn into crises. 

The negotiations framework should include the consideration of both 

policy and salary matters. The respondents I comments in Chapter 5 suggest 

that personnel policy changes may be as important to teachers as salary 

considerations. In all, the teacher association leadership, as well as the 

school board, should approach negotiations as a framework for consensus and 

not one-upsmanship. 

Because a.school board may become isolated from the public it is 

supposed to serve, other school people should observe board meetings and en

courage members of the public to attend. In order to promote the public I s 

right to lmow, educators and others should help publicize important information. 

Encouraging newspaper reporters and other media people to attend school board 
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meetings might be one way to do this. Writing letters to newspaper editors 

might be another way. The use of a tape recorder to accurately preserve 

important sessions may also prove useful. The important consideration 

appears to be that of getting information on school functions out to the public, 

and, in turn, encouraging members of the public to attend and monitor school 

board meetings. If a district is to be unified in a democratic manner, it would 

appear that the school board should be perceived as the hub, and community 

influence brought to bear on it. 

The attention focused here on process appears related to another 

more personal matter. A number of respondents in Chapter 5 reported that 

during the ::trike period, some school persons may have abandoned their per

sonal standards of honesty and fair play. One of several digressions reported 

involved some school authorities apparently giving inaccurate information to 

the public, especially in regard to the percentage of students attending school 

during the strike. The respondents' comments seemed to suggest that during 

a period of dislocation such as a strike, it was important for school persons 

to maintain whatever personal standards they might have. The respondents' 

comments seemed to suggest that persons who would engage in such question

able practices tend, thereby, to demean themselves and those around them. 

This matter appears to be important, since adequate self-esteem on the part of 

all school people seems necessary of public education is to be as productive as 

it could be. 



The recommendations of this study are summarized in that 

which follows: 
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1. Educational leaders, in order to maximize the human potential of 

both students and staff, should be aware that persons need adequate self-esteem 

in order to function at their highest potential. 

2. Educational leaders, in order to encourage teamwork, should empha

size not only group objectives, but, as well, the kinds and quality of interper

sonal relationships that might prove most effective in reaching the objectives. 

3. Any district policy that is adopted should result from the widest 

possible participation of all concerned individuals and groups throughout the 

community and of the district itself. 

4. The school board should spend the time necessary to arrive at a 

general consensus among school professionals in deciding important policy 

questions. 

5. Educational leaders, in order to reduce school board isolation, 

should actively encourage members of the public to attend and monitor school 

board meetings. 

6. Matters concerning both policy and sala!y should be a part of the 

negotiating process. 

7. Educational leaders, in order to promote the public's right to know, 

should publicize important school information. 



8. The negotiating policy, in order to promote district unity, should 

be viewed by the participants as a means of attaining consensus, not 

one-upsmanship. 
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9. The negotiating process itself should include carefully thought-out 

ground rules in order to minimize the development of misunderstandings and 

conflict. 

10. The bargaining representatives of the school district and the 

teachers' association should meet and confer on a regular basis throughout 

the school year. This would eliminate crises stemming from time pressure. 

11. School persons should maintain their personal standards of ethics 

and fair play in times of conflict. 

12. There should be an awareness that in a strike situation or similar 

social dislocation, there may be three quite distinct groupings: (a) those whose 

world view tends to put them on the positive side of a controversial question; 

(b) those whose general view of things may put them on the negative side; and 

(c) those whose world view may be inadequate to the task of making a decision 

without outside assistance and involvement. 

13. Educational leaders should be aware that teacher involvement in the 

decision-making process not only will foster teacher self-esteem, but, as well, 

foster a clear picture of district-wide expectations. This process, in turn, 

will tend to promote commitment to conjointly developed goals and thus help 

establish a unity of purpose among all the school people. 



APPENDIX 

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
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TEACHER STRIKE PROJECT 

II 

@ Wm. D. Barnes and Emil S. Gavlak, June 1979 

We are requesting your voluntary participation in the comple
tion of this second of a series of questionnaires on the recent 
Tucson teacher strike. The purpose of this questionnaire is 
to seek more of your in-depth perceptions regarding the issues, 
influences, relationships, and flow of events in the strike. We 
anticipate that the results of this study can be very useful in 
furthering productive relationships among school people 
locally and beyond. 

If you decide to participate, please answer as many of the 
questions as you are able to with confidence. You do not have 
to answer all of the questions. Completion of this question-
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naire will indicate your consent as a willing participant in this 
study. All data will be treated with anonymity and confidentiality. 

Your cooperation is solicited in filling out this questionnaire. 
It should take about thirty minutes of your time. 

John Bevan, Armando Alday, and Marty Cortez 



I. ISSUES AND CAUSES 

Please rank the following using 1 for the most important, 2 for the 
second most important, 3 for the third most important, etc. 

1. I perceive the major issues of the strike to be: 
1. salary 
2. fringe benefits 
3. class size 
4. discipline 
5. challenge to personal dignity 
6. loss of negotiating policy 

Please comment: 

2. I feel the strike was the result of: 
1. the issues mentioned above (question 1) 
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2. the way the Board and the District's central administration 
handled the issues 

3. the way the teachers' association handled the issues 
4. other ________________________ ~------------------

Please comment: 

3. Who do you feel was most responsible for causing the strike? 
1. school board 
2. superintendent 
3. teachers' association 
4. district's negotiating team 
5. teacher's negotiating team 

Please comment: 



II. INFLUENCES 

Please place an ''X'' at the appropriate spot on each Likert type scale, 
based on your feelings regarding its associated statement. 

4. My building principal influenced my decision ••• 

TO STRIKE NOT TO STRIKE 
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~/--------~/----------------~/--------~/ 
greatly somewhat not at all somewhat greatly 

Please comment: 

5. The teachers in my school influenced my decision. • • 

TO STRIKE NOT TO STRIKE 

~/--------~/----------------~/--------~/ 
greatly somewhat not at all somewhat greatly 

Please comment: 

6. One or more of the senior teachers (with many years experience in 
the school and/or district) influenced my decision ••• 

TO STRIKE NOT TO STRIKE 

~/--------~/~--------~----~/~------~/ 
greatly somewhat not at all somewhat greatly 

Please comment: 
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7. Some teacher(s) outside my school influenced my decision ••• 

TO STRIKE NOT TO STRIKE 

~/--------~/------------------~/--------~I 
greatly somewhat not at all somewhat greatly 

Please comment: 

8. The teachers' association influenced my decision •.• 

TO STRIKE NOT TO STRIKE 

~/------~~/----------------~/-----------I 
greatly somewhat not at all somewhat greatly 

Please comment: 

9. My family influenced my decision. 

TO STRIKE NOT TO STRIKE 

~/--------~/----------------~/-----------I 
greatly somewhat not at all somewhat greatly 

Please comment: 

10. The media influenced my decision. 

TO STRIKE NOT TO STRIKE 

~/--------~/----------~----~/~------~I 
greatly somewhat not at all somewhat greatly 

Please comment: 



A SPECIAL NOTE TO RESPONDENTS 

The following section on RELATIONSHIPS is deemed very 
important for research purposes. Your cooperation in 
providing the following information will be greatly 
appreciated. 

Please be assured once again that strict anonymity will 
be preserved. No real names will ever be associated 
with the published findings of this study. 
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lIT. RELATIONSHIPS 

12. Please list in rank order: 1 - most often; 2 - next most often, etc., 
the names of fellow teachers with whom you most frequently kept in 
touch prior to the strike. 

Dept. 
2-5 x once 2-3 x 2-3 x 
daily daily weekl:y monthly 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

13. Please list in rank order: 1 - most often; 2 - next most often, etc., 
the names of fellow teachers with whom you most frequently kept in 
touch during the strike. 

2-5 x once 2-3 x 
Dept. daily daily weekly 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
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14. Please list in rank order: 1 - most often; 2 - next most often, etc., 
the names of fellow teachers with whom you most frequently kept in 
touch after the strike. 

2-5 x once 2-3 x 2-3 x 
Dept. daily daily weekly monthly 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

15. If another strike situation developed, with whom among your fellow 
teachers would you prefer to talk about this matter? 

First 
Name Dept. 

Second 
Name Dept. 

Third 
Name Dept. 
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STRIKE PERCEPTIONS 

Please look through the following questions and then, in your own words, 
record the flow of events you experienced and observed before, during, and 
after the strike, as well as your estimate of what labor relationships may be 
productive in the future. 

1. What did you see as the issues in the strike? 

2. Did you feel that the board and/or the superintendent ignored you and 
your fellow teachers in some important personal matters? 

3. If you struck, when did you decide to do so? 

4. What people influenced you most either to strike or not to strike? 

5. Did your teacher friends and associates make the same choice as you 
did-deciding either to strike or not strike? 

6. Did you lose or gain friends within the faculty during the strike? 

7. As a result of the strike, what's happened to your personal relationships 
with old friends, new friends, and fellow faculty members? 

8. How did your principal handle himself/herself during the strike? 

9. Did you observe student-parent support or opposition during the strike? 

10. What kind of picket line behavior (personal relationships, etc.) did you 
encounter which impressed you one way or another? 

11. What kind of within-the-school behavior (personal relationships, etc.) 
did you encounter which impressed you one way or another? 

12. What were the most frustrating things for you before, during, and after 
the strike? 

13. How did you see the bargaining process between the association and the 
district? 

14. How did you perceive the role of Myron Lieberman in counseling the 
board and Chip Tessone in counseling the association? 
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15. How do you feel about teacher strikes in terms of obedience to authority? 

16. Is collective bargaining the process to follow in the future within the 
district? 

17. How do you feel about strikes occurring within the district in the future? 

18. Did the strike produce gains? 

19. What, did you learn from the strike? 

Please record your comments: 
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